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THE WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY
(INDIA)
OBJECT
The establishment of a system of society based upon the common ownership and
democratic control of the means and instruments for producing and distributing
wealth by and in the interest of the whole community.

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

That society as at present constituted is based upon the ownership of the means of living
(i.e., land, factories, railways, etc.) by the capitalist or master class, and the consequent
enslavement of the working class, by whose labour alone wealth is produced.
That in society, therefore, there is an antagonism of interests, manifesting itself as a class
struggle, between those who possess but do not produce, and those who produce but do not
possess.
That this antagonism can be abolished only by the emancipation of the working class from
the domination of the master class, by the conversion into the common property of society
of the means of production and distribution, and their democratic control by the whole
people.
That as in the order of social evolution the working class is the last class to achieve its
freedom, the emancipation of the working class will involve the emancipation of all
mankind without distinction of race or sex.
That this emancipation must be the work of the working class itself.
That as the machinery of government, including the armed forces of the nation, exists only
to conserve the monopoly by the capitalist class of the wealth taken from the workers, the
working class must organize consciously and politically for the conquest of the powers of
government, national and local, in order that this machinery, including these forces, may be
converted from an instrument of oppression into the agent of emancipation and the
overthrow of privilege, aristocratic and plutocratic.
That as all political parties are but the expression of class interests, and the interest of the
working class is diametrically opposed to the interests of all sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class emancipation must be hostile to every other party.
The World Socialist Party (India), therefore, enters the field of political action determined
to wage a war against all other political parties, whether alleged labour or avowedly
capitalist, and calls upon the members of the working class of this country to muster under
its banner to the end that a speedy termination may be wrought to the system which
deprives them from the fruits of their labour, and that poverty may give place to comfort,
privilege to equality, slavery to freedom.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
The Object and Declaration of Principles are basic to our organization. Initiated in 1904 with
the inauguration of the Socialist Party of Great Britain these are being adopted as basic to
organizations of class-conscious workers in other countries around the world.
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INTRODUCTION
The raison d'être of this pamphlet is to chronologically
narrate the commencement and progression of the right to
vote that had its origin under feudal aristocracy of the
thirteenth century England, eventually extended to the
nascent industrial bourgeoisie having in the course of class
struggles, finally yielding to the working class of the most
developed and developing countries of the world resulting in
universal suffrage. Modern states are the ruling political
instruments in the hands of the capitalist class to administer
the affairs of society by a top-down bureaucratic –
authoritarian – dictatorial machinery. Consequently it was
the exclusive right of the capitalist class to run their own
businesses as they needed and liked. It was not at all
imperative to them to extend suffrage to the working class.
Eventually they accepted their class adversaries alongside
themselves into their most vital political decision-making
bodies such as parliaments. For two reasons: the working
class‟s struggle and the capitalist class‟s self-interest.
In all their struggles against the feudal aristocracy the
capitalist class had to depend on the working class who
supplied their loyal driving force. Hence they ultimately did
pay heed to the unrelenting struggles of their wage slaves for
a political ballot which could be allowed without hampering
their economic interest – exploitation, even by manning the
state with their hired representatives elected from ranks of
the working class. They held on to their exclusive right to
exploit at the price of conceding the right to vote into the
hands of their workers. Secondly, historically, through class
struggle they learnt their class-lesson that they could
6

tactically deceive the working class by extending this
concession regarding the working class‟s persistent and
potent political demand for franchise while retaining the rein
of economically exploitative, hire and fire system of wages
slavery unhampered under the despotic employer/employee
relation as usual .
In this booklet we narrate the long drawn-out struggles of
the working class to achieve this democratically decisive
instrument. The working class got a political right to elect
their exploiters‟ executive committees of the states that
oppressed them. However, the wages slavery remained
unharmed since the workers were demanding only political
democracy and not the economic democracy that is
socialism. And this they have never done as yet. Even then
that is sufficient for turning the existing state of affairs
upside-down by transforming top-down capitalist political
power structure into socialist bottom-up one.
Today world‟s working class executes all productive,
distributive, administrative and defensive works. They
comprise some 90 percent of world‟s population. Thus they
are enormously capable of overthrowing the parasitic
capitalist class from the sphere of power by using their
ballots, if they so wish cooperatively. Yes, ballots not bullets.
They have only to will and organise toward that end, and,
thereby eliminate the capitalist vulgar democracy with a
three-tier – local, regional and global participatory
democratic administrations of affairs of life, of things instead
of the ongoing administration of men in the name of
democracy. They will have to use the parliaments; they will
have to elect their own delegates (MPs) to parliaments
mandated to declare: Annulment of property and territorial
7

rights whereby all that is on and in the earth becomes the
common heritage of the whole humanity. Capitalist
production for profit will give way to socialist production for
use. This will usher the humanity into the realm of unbridled
freedom – freedom from the clutches of classes, wages,
buying and selling, money and states.
Therefore, in the interest of working class‟s self-organisation
within the framework of the World Socialist Movement, we
submit our findings for consideration by our class by
revisiting the theoretically indispensable social categories to
ascertain the truth for self-emancipation.
Executive Committee,
WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY (INDIA)
September 2017
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History of Universal
Suffrage
CHAPTER ONE

PARLIAMENT – THE
BEGINNING
These days in most of the developed and developing capitalist
countries all adult men and women can take part in elections to
the central law-making body. In other words, there is ―universal
suffrage‖. This means that, insofar as this central body controls
the executive arm of the State, the working class majority in
society has the means to win control of political power to use it
to abolish the laws that grant and uphold property rights over the
means of production to the capitalist class.
Universal male suffrage was first enacted in France in 1792
under the Jacobin constitution but, due to the overthrow of the
Jacobins the following year, was never implemented. In Britain
it was raised as the demand of a mass political movement in
1838 where it featured as the first of the six demands of the
People's Charter (*). The first country to enshrine universal
male suffrage in its constitution was France after the revolution
of 1848. This was not achieved in Britain till 1918. Full adult –
male and female – suffrage was not achieved in Britain until
1929 and in France not until 1945. Even so, in both countries,
even before that the vast majority of electors were members of
9

the working class.
The first parliament – so called from the Norman-French word
―parler‖ which means to speak – met in feudal England in the
13th century when the Norman barons who then ruled England
met to present their demands to the king. It was a meeting
convoked to discuss affairs of State. The central law-making
body is still called ―parliament‖ in Britain and India. In other
countries it goes under such names as ―national assembly‖,
―chamber of deputies‖, ―house of representatives‖, ―legislative
council‖.
[*The People‟s Charter, from which the Chartist Movement
took its name, was published on May 8, 1838, in the form of a
parliamentary reform bill; it contained six-points – universal
suffrage(for men over 21), annual parliamentary elections, secret
ballot, equal constituencies, abolition of property qualifications
for parliamentary candidates, salaries for M.P.s. Chartist
petitions demanding the acceptance of the Charter were rejected
by Parliament in 1839, 1842 and 1849. – Engels, The Wages
System, Notes – 5, Moscow 1984, p. 52]
As parliament, both as a name and as an institution, originated in
England, we begin by examining the present political decisionmaking structure there at the point to which it has now evolved.
The Oxford Encyclopedic English Dictionary says of the British
Parliament that:
―It emerged in the medieval times as the assembly of the king
and his lords, meeting irregularly, summoned and dismissed by
the king, to discuss judicial and other matters of general
importance, especially finances. To those assemblies, since the
10

establishment of the idea that taxation required consent, from the
13th c. knights and burgesses who represented their shires and
boroughs were occasionally summoned. In 1265 the first
parliament was convened. [By the year 1295 something like a
shadow of the British Parliament was on foot. – William Morris]
The practice developed of the ‗Commons‘ assembly meeting
separately from the ‗Lords‘, but it remained for long time in the
shadow of the latter, not gaining its own meeting chamber until
the 16th c. and not having free speech, regular meetings, and
control over taxation established as rights until the Glorious
Revolution in the late 17th c. After the passing of the first Reform
Act (1832) the traditional influence of the landed aristocracy
began to decline, and the Parliament Act of 1911 reduced the
power of the House of Lords to simple delay of legislation. A
further Act in 1949 reduced the period of delay and ended it
completely for financial legislation; the House of Commons is
now unequivocally the more powerful and important body.‖
See also William Morris‘ speech in 1887 Feudal England in
William Morris on History edited by Nicholas Salmon, pp.7783.
From the Wikipedia entry on ―universal suffrage‖:
―The concept of universal suffrage, also known as general
suffrage or common suffrage, consists of the right to vote of all
except a small number of adult citizens (or subjects). As minors
are generally excluded, the concept is frequently described as
universal adult suffrage. Many countries make an exception for
small numbers of adults that are considered mentally incapable
of voting. Other countries also exclude people convicted of
serious crimes or people in jail, but this is considered a violation
of a basic human right in an increasing number of countries. [In
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some countries, including the United States, it is very difficult
and expensive for convicted criminals to regain this right even
after having served their jail sentence, but U.S voting laws are
not national, but subject to federalism so some states have more
lenient voting laws. In any case, where universal suffrage exists,
the right to vote is not restricted by race, sex, belief, wealth, or
social status.
Although it took or is taking a long time in many countries
before women got or get the right to run for office even after
getting the right to vote, there are still no commonly used clear
terms to differentiate between these different rights. It is
therefore usually best to avoid the little known and ambivalent
terms used to make this distinction and to instead clearly say
whether one is referring to only men or also women having only
the right to vote or also the right to run for office. It is important
to be careful in reading and using the term universal suffrage
because it historically referred to only all adult males and even
today is often used to refer to historical or contemporary
situations in which women had or have the right to vote but not
to run for office.
The term active suffrage is sometimes used for the right to vote,
passive suffrage for the right to run for office, and full suffrage
for the combination of both. (The equivalent terms are more
common in other languages than in English.) The equivalent
term when talking about both genders would then be universal
full suffrage, or full universal suffrage.
In the United States, the term "suffrage" is often associated
specifically with women's suffrage, as the term became widely
known during the American Suffragettes movement, which
began in the mid-nineteenth century and ultimately peaked
during the first three decades of the twentieth century. This
12

movement eventually culminated in the year 1920, when the
United States ruled that women were to be given the same rights
to vote and run for office as men by passing the Nineteenth
Amendment.
In addition, although active suffrage has two necessary
components, namely the right to vote and opportunities to vote,
the term universal (active) suffrage is associated only with the
right to vote and ignores the frequency that an incumbent
government consults the electorate.
The First French Republic was the second nation that adopted
universal male suffrage, doing so in 1792; it was one of the first
national systems that abolished all property requirements as a
prerequisite for allowing men to register and vote. Greece
recognized full male suffrage in 1830. Spain recognized it in the
Constitution of 1869 and France and Switzerland have
continuously done so since the 1848 Revolution (for resident
male citizens). Upon independence in the 19th century, several
Latin American countries and Liberia in Africa initially
extended suffrage to all adult males, but subsequently restricted
it based on property requirements. The German Empirere
implemented full male suffrage in 1871. The United States
adopted full male suffrage with the Fifteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution in 1870, but this was rescinded in the
South after 1890 with the reinstitution of property and literacy
requirements until the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
In 1893, the self-governing colony New Zealand became the
first country in the world (except for the short-lived 18th century
Corsican Republic) to grant active universal suffrage by giving
women the right to vote. It did not grant universal full suffrage
(the right to both vote and be a candidate, or both active and
passive suffrage) until 1919.[2]
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In 1902, Australia becomes the first country to grant full
suffrage for women, i.e. the first country in the world to give
women both the right to vote and to run for office.[3] However,
universal suffrage was not implemented, as aboriginals did not
get the right to vote until 1962.
The first female MPs in the world were elected in Finland in
1907.
In 1906, the autonomous Grand Duchy of Finland, which
became the republic of Finland, was the first country in the
world to implement full universal suffrage, as women could
stand as candidates, unlike in New Zealand, and ethnic exclusion
was not implemented, unlike in Australia. It also elected the
world's first female members of parliament the following year.
In most countries, universal suffrage (the right to vote but not
necessarily the right to be a candidate) followed about a
generation after universal male suffrage. Notable exceptions in
Europe were France, where women could not vote until 1944,
Greece (1952), and Switzerland (1971 in federal elections and
1990 in all cantonal elections). It is worth noting that countries
that took a long time to adopt women's suffrage had previously
often been pioneers in granting universal male suffrage.
In the first modern democracies, governments restricted the vote
to those with property and wealth, which almost always meant a
minority of the male population. In some jurisdictions, other
restrictions existed, such as requiring voters to practice a given
religion. In all modern democracies, the number of people who
could vote has increased progressively with time. In the 19th
century in Europe, Great Britain and North America, there were
movements advocating "universal [male] suffrage". The
democratic movement of the late 19th century, unifying social
democrats, particularly in northern Europe, used the slogan
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Equal and Common Suffrage.
The concept of universal suffrage requires the right to vote to be
granted to all its residents. All countries, however, do not allow
certain categories of citizens to vote. All countries currently
have a minimum age, usually coinciding with the age of
majority, and several countries impose felony disfranchisement
and disfranchisement based on resident status and citizenship.
Saudi Arabia was the last major country that did not allow
women to vote, but admitted women both to voting and
candidacy in the 2015 municipal elections.‖

A Political Struggle / Organization / A New
Prospect / The New Weapon / The Abolition
Of The Wages System Altogether
UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE AND BOURGEOIS
TRICKERY
―Up till now the aristocracy modified the working masses with
philanthropic concessions; now the bourgeoisie is trying its hand
by lending its support to the workers‘ political tendencies and
taking possession of them in order to direct them. We are on the
brink of the period of universal suffrage: and on this terrain the
bourgeoisie is hastening to display all its skills and wiles, in
other words to make political concessions in order to safeguard
its own economic interests and leave the aristocracy behind.‖
(Engels, British Agricultural Labourers Want To Participate In
The Political Life Of Their Country, London, June 5, 1877, C.
W. 24, p. 180).
―The question of universal suffrage and popular education were
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also raised.‖ (Engels, British Agricultural Union And The
Collectivist Movement In The Countryside, ibid. p. 181)
―But the struggle between two great classes of society
necessarily becomes a political struggle. So did the long battle
between the middle or the capitalist class and the landed
aristocracy; so also does the fight between the working class and
these same capitalists. In every struggle of class against class,
the next end fought for is political power; the ruling class
defends its political supremacy, that is to say its safe majority in
the legislature; the inferior class fights for, first a share, then the
whole of that power, in order to become enabled to change the
existing laws on conformity with their own interests and
requirements. Thus the working class of Great Britain for years
fought ardently and even violently for the People‟s
„Charter*.which was to give it that political power; it was
defeated, but the struggle has made such an impression upon the
victorious middle class that this class, since then, was only too
glad to buy a prolonged armistice at price of ever repeated
concessions to the working people.
―Now, in a political struggle of class against class, organization
is the most important weapon. And in the same measure as the
merely political or Chartist Organisation fell to pieces, in the
same measure the Trades Unions Organisation grew stronger
and stronger, until at present it has reached a degree of strength
unequalled by any working-class organization abroad. A few
large Trade Unions, comprising between one and two millions of
working men, and backed by the smaller or local Unions
represent a power which has to be taken into account by any
Government of the ruling class, be it Whig or Tory.
―According to the traditions of their origin and development in
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this country, these powerful organizations have hitherto limited
themselves almost strictly to their function of sharing in the
regulation of wages and working hours, and of enforcing the
repeal of laws openly hostile to the working men. … they have
done so with quite as much effect as they had a right to expect.
But they have attained more than that – the ruling class, which
knows their strength better than they themselves do, has
volunteered to them concessions beyond that. Disraeli‘s
Household Suffrage gave the vote to at least the greater portion
of the organized working class. …
―The very measure opened out a new prospect to the working
class. It gave them the majority in London and in all
manufacturing towns, and thus enabled them to enter into the
struggle with capital with new weapons, by sending men of their
own class to Parliament. And here, we are sorry to say, the
Trades Unions forgot their duty as the advanced guard of the
working class. The new weapon has been in their hands for more
than ten years, but they scarcely ever unsheathed it. They ought
not to forget that they cannot continue to hold the position they
now occupy unless they really march in van of the working
class. It is not in the nature of things that the working class of
England should possess the power of sending forty or fifty
working men to Parliament and yet be satisfied for ever to be
represented by capitalists or their clerks, such as lawyers,
editors, etc.
―More than this, there are plenty of symptoms that the working
class of this country is awakening to the consciousness that it has
for some time been moving in the wrong groove; that the present
movements for higher wages and shorter hours exclusively, keep
it in vicious circle out of which there is no issue; that it is not the
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lowness of wages which forms the fundamental evil, but the
wages system itself. This knowledge once generally spread
amongst the working-class, the position of Trade Unions must
change considerably. They will no longer enjoy the privilege of
being the only organizations of the working class. At the side of,
or above, the Unions of special trades must spring up a general
Union, a political organization of the working class as a whole.
―Thus there are two points which the organized Trades would do
well to consider, firstly, that the time is rapidly approaching
when the working class of this country will claim, with one
voice not to be mistaken, its full share of representation in
Parliament. Secondly, that the time also is rapidly approaching
when the working class will have understood that the struggle
for higher wages and short hours, and the whole action of Trades
Unions as now carried on, is not an end in itself, but one of
several means towards a higher end: the abolition of wages
system altogether.
For the full representation of labour in Parliament, as well as for
the preparation of the abolition of the wages system,
organizations will become necessary, not of separate Trades, but
of the working class as body. And the sooner this is done the
better. …‖ (Engels, Trades Unions, written on about May 20,
1881, C. W. 24, pp. 386-89)
A NEW LINE MUST BE STRUCK OUT / IN THE
DIRECTION OF DEMOCRACY / A WORKING MEN‟S
PARTY / BUT TO WILL
―There never was a more widespread feeling in England than
now, that the old parties are doomed, that the old shibboleths
have become meaningless, that the old watchwords are
18

exploded, that the old panaceas will not act any longer. Thinking
men of all classes begin to see that a new line must be struck out,
and this line can only be in the direction of democracy. … in
England a real democratic party is impossible unless it be a
working men‘s party. … But no democratic party in England, as
well as elsewhere, will be effectively successful unless it has a
distinct working-class character. Abandon that, and you have
nothing but sects and shams. …
―And this is even truer in England than abroad. Of radical shams
there has been unfortunately enough since the break-up of the
first working men‘s party which the world ever produced – the
Chartist party. Yes but the Chartists were broken up and attained
nothing. Did they, indeed? Of the six points of the People‘s
Charter, two, vote by ballot and no property qualification, are
now the law of the land. A third, universal suffrage, is at least
approximately carried in the shape of household suffrage; a
forth, equal electoral districts, is distinctly in sight, a promised
reform of the present Government. So the breakdown of the
Chartist movement has resulted in the realization of fully onehalf of the Chartist programme. And if the mere recollection of a
past political organization of the working class could effect these
political reforms, and s series of social reforms besides, what the
actual presence of a workingmen‘s party do, backed by forty of
fifty representatives in Parliament? We live in a world where
everybody is bound to take care of himself. Yet the English
working class allows the landlord, capitalist, and retail trading
classes, with their tail of lawyers, newspaper writers, etc., to take
care of its interests. No wonder that the reforms in the interest of
the workman come so slow and in such miserable dribbles. The
work people of England have but to will, and they are the
masters to carry reform, social and political, which their
19

situation requires. Then why not make that effort? (Engels, A
Working Men‟s Party, written in mid-July 1881, C. W. 24, pp.
405-06)
Replace ―England‖ with workers of all countries – since the
universal suffrage has become universal in all civilized lands
over the earth – and the messages would be clear ―but to will‖!
We are in 2017in a new millennium on the historical clock. The
experience of last 136 years show the capitalist class‘ many a
deceptive trick via a myriad parties of reforms, social and
political, in miserable dribbles, some even cutting across one
another, could keep workers destitute of the working class‘ own
scientific knowledge, deceived, divided and defeated
everywhere. What was always, as is now, lacking is
revolutionary socialist class-consciousness.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Chartist Movement
THE FIRST WORKING CLASS PARTY IN HISTORY
AND THEIR STRUGGLE FOR UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE
1832

First Reform Act

1834

New Poor Law

1836

London Working Men‟s Association

1838

People‟s Charter & National Petition

1839

Chartist Convention; Commons rejects First
petition; Newport Rising

1840

Chartist trials; National Charter Association
founded

1842

Commons rejects Second petition; Mass strike
(„Plug Riots‟)

1843

Chartist trials; Land Plan launched

1846

Corn Laws repealed

1847

Ten Hours Bill passed

1848

Kennington Common Demonstration; Commons
rejects Third petition

1858

Last national Chartist convention
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The Chartists
[From: Paul Bannet’s Notes for a talk in Manchester plus hand-out
used during the talk. Edited - BS ]
Intro
Working-class movement 1830s-50s — mainly Parliamentary &
electoral reform, but more too. First national workers‘
movement; women involved far more than previously. A
workers‘ movement — often opposed class collaboration.
Especially strong in industrial North. Will look at main events
and points.
Background
Growth of industrial capitalism and of urban working-class.
Appalling living conditions, child labour, low life expectancy.
Hungry 40s. Working-class resistance: Trade Unions, Peterloo,
Merthyr ‘31, Tolpuddle ‘34, 10-hr movement, Glasgow cotton
spinners ‘38. Ruling-class actions: ‘34 New Poor Law
(workhouses), repressive laws (meetings, newspapers,
correspondence between radical societies).
Electorate (1831: 478,000 electors in UK, population was 24
million; qualifications varied from place to place). ‘32 Reform
Act & consequences (1833: 813,000 electors in UK; many
workers saw through it). ‗Class legislation‘. Workers needed a
say: wider franchise would mean workers‘ interest taken into
account by legislators. Chartism a ―knife and fork question‖.
O‘Brien: ―Knaves will tell you that it is because you have no
property that you are unrepresented. I tell you on the contrary
that it is because you are unrepresented that you have no
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property . . . your poverty is the result not the cause of your
being unrepresented.‖
Charter
London Working Men‘s Association founded ‘36 — William
Lovett. Charter composed ‘38 (authorship disputed — Lovett /
Place), Go through 6 points: universal adult male suffrage
(universal adult suffrage, originally), secret ballot, no property
qualification for MPs, payment of MPs, equal constituencies,
annual parliaments (to counter ballot-rigging & make MPs more
answerable). Engels: ―These six points … are sufficient to
overthrow the whole English Constitution, Queen and Lords
included.‖ Not original by any means. Idea of petition.
Feargus O‘Connor & Northern Star, great working-class paper,
launched ‘37. Mass meetings held to adopt Charter (e.g., big
rally on Kersal Moor, 24/9/38, also Blackstone Edge). ‘39:
Chartist Convention (seen as alternative government; not elected
on democratic basis). First petition (more than one million
signatures) rejected by Commons, July; General Strike proposed
by some as response. Moral vs. physical force (not just =
violence). Christian & teetotal* Chartism (especially after 1840).
Accept or reject ‗middle-class assistance‘. Many prominent
Chartists arrested — e.g. Lovett arrested July ‘39 & got one year
in jail for seditious libel** (so did Peter McDouall — advocated
violence).
[*advancing or characterized by total abstinence from alcoholic
drink
** sedition – 1 conduct or speech inciting to rebellion of a
breach of the public order. 2 agitation against the authority of
state. Libel – 1a a published false statement damaging to a
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person‘s reputation, b the act of this. 2 false and defamatory
written statement.]
Newport and after
Newport rising, ‘39. John Frost (local mayor & magistrate)
chaired ‘39 Chartist Convention. Large no of committed
Chartists. April: meetings declared illegal and special constables
sworn in. Meetings harassed. 2 Lianidloes men transported for
attacking police & freeing Chartist prisoners. Soldiers arrived 2
May. Class antagonism, workers arming, some top Chartists
(including Henry Vincent) arrested May and given prison
sentences. More soldiers, harassment of workers. Apparent plans
for a rising, maybe expecting national support, but not clear.
Large demo/rising/? on morning of 4. Nov, after workers had
walked all night from surrounding towns (maybe 20,000 took
part). Attempt to free prisoners? Arrived at hotel where
authorities were. Firing ensued, at least 20 Chartists killed by
soldiers.
Trials of 30 Chartists in Jan, for high treason (same judge as
Tolpuddle). Death sentences on Frost & 2 others commuted to
transportation. Frost returned to UK ‘56, very bitter. Other
Chartist trials — repression — at least 80 militants imprisoned.
Little Chartist activity in South Wales after this.
Mass strike
Failure of Newport meant further support for petitioning. ‘40:
National Charter Association founded (‗first ever working-class
party‘). 1842 May: Commons rejects 2nd petition (3 million
signatures).
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Mass strikes in North West and other areas (Plug Riots), to resist
wage cuts (Aug ‘42). (From June in Potteries.) ‗Fair Day‘s Pay +
Charter as law of land‘ — many organisers were Chartists.
Largest industrial action in Great Britain in the 19th century
(circa or about 500,000 workers involved?). Started in
Ashton/Stalybridge, and spread to Manchester etc. 4 killed in
Preston when troops opened fire on crowd. Delegate Conf in
Manchester, at Sherwood Inn on Tib St — many attendees
arrested. NCA executive meeting in Manchester supported
strike. Suppressed with aid of troops (wage cuts defeated, but no
increases gained). More trials: circa or about 1500
Chartists/Trade Unionists arrested & tried in autumn. Harsh
sentences 1st (e.g., 5 men transported for stealing 50 loaves from
bakeries on Deansgate — many others transported too), but later
discharges (e.g., of O‘Connor): maybe government decided not
to create more martyrs. McDouall fled to France, Sept 1842.
1843: launching of Land Plan by O‘Connor. Never very
successful, but not completely daft, and built on earlier similar
ideas. 1844: founders of Rochdaie co-operative were Chartists.
1848
Communist Manifesto published. Revolutions in France etc
(French king abdicated3, republic proclaimed). Chartists sent
delegations to French provisional government. Ruling class fears
(were convinced force being planned, & of possibility of
combining with Irish) and preparations (special constables, royal
family to Isle of Wight, government buildings protected).
Growth in London Chartism; mass meetings, often accompanied
by riots. Chartist Convention met from 4 April. Kennington
Common demo (200,000 people?), 10 April* — photo (Brown
108 — earliest photo of mass demo) [see below]. Bit of a fiasco
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(march on Parliament abandoned, only small group to present
petition); but violence avoided despite government‘s
intransigence. 3rd petition rejected (supposedly 5 million
signatures, but government said 2million & many were madeup). Chartist activity continued; all meetings were banned in
London. Trials later in year: ―the physical destruction by
imprisonment of the Chartist leadership in these summer months
of 1848‖ (Saville). Treason-Felony4 Act of April 1848 made
treason a felony, punishable by imprisonment or transportation.
Ernest Jones & 4 others sentenced to 2 years for sedition &
unlawful assembly, largely on basis of transcripts by newspaper
reporters. McDouall also got 2 years. 3 transported to Tasmania
(1 black). ―The English political trials of 1848 were exercises in
the miscarriage of justice‖ (Savilie). Solitary confinement, cold,
wet, dark tiny cells. 2 of the 5 died in prison and 1 just after
release. Jones given hero‘s welcome when released.
Chartism rather petered out in 1850s. (George Julian Harney &)
Jones in particular tried to keep it going, e.g., Labour Parliament
in 1854 (Jones later became lawyer in Manchester — plaque on
Tib Lane). ―The Charter & something more‖ was common
slogan in early 1850s — social reform, e.g., land nationalisation,
disestablishment of church. (Supposed turn to Socialism/social
democracy.)
[3 give up or renounce (the throne); 4 any of a class of crimes
which may loosely be said to have been regarded by law as of
graver character than those called misdemeanours (offences or
misdeeds)]
Conclusion
Unsuccessful, but 5 of the points since achieved. Importance of
working-class action in gaining vote etc, and of ruling-class
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repression. Failed because had no real policy for achieving
objectives, also because imprisonment took many activists out of
circulation.
Other exx of Charters.
Song from Stedman Jones 214. (You‘ll like this, but some of you
won‘t like all of it.)

CHARTIST
DEMONSTRATION!!*
“PEACE and ORDER” is our MOTTO!
TO THE WORKING MEN OF LONDON
Fellow Men, - The Press having misrepresented and vilified us and
our intentions, the Demonstration Committee therefore consider it to
be their duty to state that the grievances of us (the working classes) are
and our demands just. We and our families are pining in misery, want,
and starvation! We demand a fair day‟s wages for a fare day‟s work!
We are the slaves of capital – we demand protection to our labour. We
are political serfs – we demand to be free. We therefore invite all well
disposed to join our peaceful procession on

MONDAY NEXT, April 10,
As it is for the good of all that we seek to
remove the evils under which we groan.
The following are the places of Meeting of THE CHARTISTS, THE TRADES, THE
IRISH CONFEDERATE & REPEAL BODIES:

East Division on Stepney Green at 8 o’clock; City and Finsbury
Division on Clerkenwell Green at 9 o’clock; West Division in Russel
Square at 9 o’clock; and the South Division in Peckham Fields at 9
o’clock, and proceed from thence to Kennington Common.
Signed on behalf of the Committee, John Aarnott, Sec.
[Henry Mitschner, Printer, 3, Edward Street, Hampstand Road.]
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CHAPTER THREE

The Paris Commune
On the dawn of the 18th of March, 1871 Paris arose to the
thunder burst of ―Vive la Commune!‖
On May 28, the last defenders of the Commune succumbed to
the superior forces on the heights of Belleville and
Menilmontant; and then the massacre of defenseless men,
women and children, which has been raging all through the week
on an increasing scale, reached its zenith.
What was this Commune?
―The proletarians of Paris,‖ said the Central Committee in its
manifesto of the 18th March, ―amidst the failures and treasons of
the ruling classes, have understood that the hour has struck for
them to save the situation by taking into their own hands the
direction of public affairs … they have understood that it is their
imperious duty and their absolute birth right to render
themselves masters of their own destinies, by seizing upon the
governmental power.‖
―To save the situation‖! What ―situation‖? How was it being
saved? What steps did the communards take ―to render
themselves masters of their own destinies, by seizing upon the
governmental power‖? What was its outcome? Was the situation
ripe for Socialism? Could Paris Commune establish Socialism
anyway? What could have happened should the Commune come
out victorious and held the state power to run its affairs any
longer?
Today, after 146 years, as we look back at the activity and
historical significance of the Paris Commune of 1871, we cannot
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but be critical while considering its most authentic
documentation by Marx and Engels, taking care of their own
critical review of the facts. With the passing of time they had left
behind many of their earlier errors as ―antiquated‖ (Karl Marx
Frederic Engels, Preface to the German Edition of 1872,
Manifesto of the Communist Party, Moscow, p. 12). On the
historical significance of the Paris Commune too they had
actually dropped all their attributive exaltations, save the one
―new instrument‖ (Engels) it has finally discovered and fastened
to the principles of democracy – to bring about the necessary
form of the workers‘ democracy. And, that the optimism of the
working class spirit and its ability to learn from its past mistakes
has to be in the agenda for the next initiative is obvious as we
have assembled here this evening to draw lessons from our past
endeavours looking further into the historic developments over a
century and a quarter past now. We intend to examine matters by
applying our unique guiding principles discovered by Marx and
Engels in the first place – the Materialist Conception of History,
or Marxism – ―the science of socialism in the making‖* (*
Marxism and Asia).
―The Commune was formed of the municipal councilors, chosen
by universal suffrage in the various wards of the town,
responsible and revocable at short terms. The majority of its
members was naturally working men, or acknowledged
representatives of the working class. The Commune was to be a
working, not a parliamentary, body, executive and legislative at
the same time. Instead of continuing to be the agent of Central
Government, the police was at once stripped of its political
attributes, and turned into the responsible and at all times
revocable agent of the Commune. So were the officials of all
other branches of the Administration. From the members of the
Commune downwards, the public service had to be done at
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workingmen‘s wages. The vested interests and the representation
allowances of the high dignitaries of State disappeared along
with the high dignitaries themselves. Public functions ceased to
be the private property of tools of the Central Government. ...
―Having got rid of the standing army and the police, the physical
force elements of the old Government, the Commune was
anxious to break the spiritual force of repression, the ―parsonpower,‖ by the disestablishment and disendowment of all
churches as proprietary bodies. …
―The Commune made that catchword of bourgeois revolutions,
cheap government a reality, by destroying the two sources of
great expenditure – the standing army and the State
functionarism. Its true secret was this. It was essentially a
working-class government, the produce of the struggle of the
producing against the appropriating class, the political form at
last discovered under which to work out the economic
emancipation of labour. …
―Except on this last condition, the Communal Constitution
would have been an impossibility and a delusion. The political
power of the producer cannot co-exist with the perpetuation of
his social slavery. The Commune was therefore to serve as liver
for uprooting the economical foundations upon which rests the
existence of classes, and therefore of class-rule. With labour
emancipated, every man becomes a working man, and
productive labour ceases to be a class attribute. …
―The Commune, they exclaim, intends to abolish property, the
basis of all civilization! Yes, gentlemen, they intended to abolish
class-property which makes the labour of the many the wealth of
the few. It aimed at the expropriation of the expropriators. It
wanted to make individual property a truth by transforming the
means of production, land and capital, now chiefly the means of
enslaving and exploiting labour, into mere instruments of free
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and associated labour. – But this is Communism, ―impossible‖
Communism! Why, those members of the ruling classes are
intelligent enough to perceive the impossibility of continuing the
present system – and they are many – have become the obtrusive
[unpleasantly or unduly noticeable] and full-mouthed apostles of
co-operative production. If co-operative production is not to
remain a sham, and a snare; if it is to supersede the Capitalist
system; if united co-operative societies are regulate national
production upon a common plan, thus taking it under their own
control, and putting an end to the constant anarchy and
periodical convulsions which are the fatality of Capitalist
production – what else, gentlemen, would it be but Communism,
―possible‖ Communism?
―The working class did not expect miracles from the Commune.
They have no ready-made utopias to introduce par décret du
peuple. They know that in order to work out their own
emancipation and along with it that higher form to which present
society is irresistibly tending by its own economical agencies,
they will have to pass through long struggles, through a series of
historic processes, transforming circumstances and men. They
have no ideals to realise, but to set free the elements of the new
society with which old collapsing bourgeois society itself is
pregnant. …
―When the Paris Commune took the management of the
revolution in its own hands, when plain working men for the
first time dared to infringe upon the Governmental privilege of
their ―natural superior,‖ and, under circumstances of
unexampled difficulty, performed it at salaries the highest of
which barely amounted to one-fifth of what, according to high
scientific authority [Professor Huxley], is the minimum required
for a secretary to a certain metropolitan school board, – the old
world writhed in convulsions of rage at the sight of the Red Flag,
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the symbol of the Republic of Labour, floating over the Hôtel de
Ville.
―The Commune was perfectly right in telling the peasants that
―its victory was their only hope. ..
―The Commune was thus the true representative of all the
healthy elements of French society, and therefore the truly
national Government, it was at the same time, as a working
men‘s Government, as the bold champion of the emancipation of
labour, emphatically international.‖ (Marx, The Civil War In
France, written in April-May 1871, S. W. 2, pp. 220-226)
―Working men‘s Paris, with its Commune, will be forever
celebrated as the glorious harbinger of a new society.‖ (ibid., p.
241)
ON THE PARIS COMMUNE PRINCIPLE
Historically, the Paris Commune put into practice the Chartists‘
demand for universal suffrage.
―The new constitution was at bottom only the republicanised
edition of the Constitutional Charter of 1830. The narrow
electoral qualification of the July monarchy, which excluded
even a large part of the bourgeoisie from political rule, was
incompatible with the existence of the bourgeois republic. In lieu
of this qualification, the February Revolution had at once
proclaimed direct universal suffrage. The bourgeois republicans
could not undo this event. They had to content themselves with
adding the limiting proviso of a six months‘ residence in the
constituency.‖ (Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of the Louis
Bonaparte, written in December 1851, S. W. 1, Moscow 1969,
p. 408)
(The Constitutional Charter, adopted after the bourgeois
revolution of 1830 in France, was the basic law of the July
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monarchy. Normally the Charter proclaimed the sovereign rights
of the nation and restricted somewhat the king‘s power. – 408)
Also compare ―the English reform agitation‖ (Marx and Engels,
Communist Manifesto, Progress, Moscow, 1977, p. 61) – ―This
reference is to the electoral reform; the appropriate Bill was
passed by the House of Commons in 1831 and was finally
endorsed by the House of Lords in June 1832. The reform was
directed against the political monopoly of the landed and
financial aristocracy and made Parliament accessible to the
industrial bourgeoisie. The proletariat and the petty bourgeoisie,
who were the driving force in the struggle for reform, were
deceived by the liberal bourgeoisie and were not given electoral
rights.‖ (ibid. p. 103).
“THE NON-COMMUNIST PROUDHON” – Marx and
Engels
Twenty years later on 28th May 1891 Engels said, "The
members of the Commune were divided into a majority, the
Blanquists, who had also been predominant in the Central
Committee of the National Guard; and a minority, members of
the International Working Men's Association, chiefly consisting
of adherents of the Proudhon school of socialism.‖
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1871/civil-warfrance/postscript.htm
Proudhon suggested certificates for labour performed ('time
chits', 'labour money', etc.) enabling the eradication of money
and the equivalence of all commodities. At the same time
Proudhon wanted to retain exchange. He also wanted to retain
private ownership of the means of production, and to avoid
centralization, and run his "Bank of the People".
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Engels pointed out, "The hardest thing to understand is certainly
the holy awe with which they remained standing respectfully
outside the gates of the Bank of France. This was also a serious
political mistake. The bank in the hands of the Commune - this
would have been worth more than ten thousand hostages. It
would have meant the pressure of the French bourgeoisie on the
Versailles government in favour of peace with the Commune.
But what is still more wonderful is the correctness of much that
nevertheless was done by the Commune, composed as it was of
Blanquists and Proudhonists. Naturally, the Proudhonists were
chiefly responsible for the economic decrees of the Commune,
both for their praiseworthy and their unpraisewothy aspects; as
the Blanquists were for its political commissions and omissions.
And in both cases the irony of history willed - as is usual when
doctrinaires come to the helm - that both did the opposite of
what the doctrines of their school prescribed. ...
"Proudhon, the socialist of the small peasant and mastercraftsman, regarded association with positive hatred. ...
"large-scale industry ... an organisation which, as Marx quite
rightly says in The Civil War, must necessarily have led in the
end to communism, that is to say, the direct opposite of the
Proudhon doctrine. And, therefore, the Commune was the grave
of the Proudhon school of socialism. ...
―Marx's theory now rules unchallenged. ...
"The Blanquists fared no better. Brought up in the school of
conspiracy, and held together by the strict discipline which went
with it, they started out from the viewpoint that a relatively small
number of resolute, well-organised men would be able, at given
favourable moment, not only to seize the helm of state, but also
by a display of great, ruthless energy, to maintain power until
they succeed in sweeping the mass of the people into the
revolution and ranging them round the small band of leaders.
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This involved above all the strictest, dictatorial centralisation of
all power in the hands of the new revolutionary government.‖
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1871/civil-warfrance/postscript.htm
―But the working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready-made
state machinery, and wield it for its own purposes.‖ (Marx, The
Civil War in France, written in April-May 1871, S. W. 2,
Moscow 1969, p. 217)
What, then, did the Commune actually do with the state
machinery in order to serve its own purposes?
As Engels questioned, "And what did the Commune, with its
majority of these same Blanquists, actually do? In all its
proclamations to the French in the provinces, it appealed to them
to form a free federation of all French Communes with Paris, a
national organisation which for the first time was really to be
created by the nation itself. It was precisely the oppressing
power of the former centralised government, army, political
police, bureaucracy, which Napoleon had created in 1798 and
which since then had been taken over by every new government
as a welcome instrument and used against its opponents - it was
precisely this power which was to fall everywhere, just as it had
already fallen in Paris.
"From the very outset the Commune was compelled to recognise
that the working class, once come to power, could not go on
managing with old state machine; that in order not to lose again
its only just conquered supremacy, this working class must, on
the one hand, do away with all the old repressive machinery
previously used against itself, and on the other, safeguard itself
its own deputies and officials, by declaring them all, without
exception, subject to recall at any moment. What had been the
characteristic attribute of the former state? Society had created
its own organs to look after its common interests, originally
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through simple division of labour. But these organs, at whose
head was the state power, had in the course time, in pursuance of
their own special interests, transformed themselves from the
servants of society into the masters of society. This can be seen,
for example, not only in the hereditary monarchy, but equally so
in the democratic republic.
―Against this transformation of the state and the organs of the
state from servants of society into masters of society - an
inevitable transformation in all previous states - the Commune
made use of two infallible [?] means. In the first place, it filled
all posts - administrative, judicial and educational - by election
on the basis of universal suffrage of all concerned, subject to the
right of recall at any time by the same electors. And in the
second place, all officials, high or low, were paid only the wages
received by other workers. The highest salary paid by the
Commune to anyone was 6,000 francs. In this way an effective
barrier to place-hunting and careerism was set up, even apart
from the binding mandates to delegates to representative bodies
which were added besides.‖
However, according to the Materialist Conception of History
nothing is "infallible" any way.
Moreover, in 1891 Engels should not have approvingly
attributed "infallible" to an economic "measure" akin to "equal
wages" vis-à-vis his own guiding principles put forward ten
years ago: ―abolition of the wages system altogether‖ (Trade
Unions, The Labour Standard, May 28th, 1881, The Wages
System, Progress Publishers, p. 16); "possession of the means of
work - raw material, factories, machinery - by the working
people themselves" (A Fair Day's Wages for a Fair Day's Work,
The Labour Standard, May 7th, 1881, Ibid., p. 9); and "there is
no real redemption of the working class until it becomes owner
of all the means of work - land, raw material, machinery, etc. 36

and thereby also the owner of THE WHOLE OF THE
PRODUCE OF ITS OWN LABOUR" (The Wages System, The
Labour Standard, May 21st, 1881, Ibid., p. 12) as the solution.
Proudhon‟s “equal wages”
―Proudhon, who was as early as 1841 strongly criticized by the
communist workers‘ journal La Fraternité for advocating equal
wages [emphasis added], community of workers in general and
also other economic prejudices which can be found in the works
of this outstanding writer: Proudhon, from whom the
communists have accepted nothing but his criticism of
property.‖ (Marx & Engels, The German Ideology, written
between November 1845 and August 1846, Collected Works,
Vol. 5, Moscow, 1976, p. 216).
―Wages and private property are identical,‖ says Marx
―Even the equality of wages as demanded by Proudhon, only
transforms the relationship of the present-day worker to his
labour into the relationship of all men to labour: Society is then
conceived as an abstract capitalist.
―Wages are a direct consequence of estranged labour, and
estranged labour is the direct cause of private property. The
downfall of one must therefore involve the downfall of the other.
―From the relationship of estranged labour to private property it
follows further that the emancipation of society from private
property, etc. , from servitude, is expressed in the political form
of the emancipation of the workers; not that their emancipation
alone is at stake, but because the emancipation of the workers
contains universal human emancipation – human servitude is
involved in the relation of the worker to production, and all
relations of servitude are but modifications and consequences of
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the relation.‖ (Marx, Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of
1844, Collected Works, Vol. 3, Moscow, 1976, p. 280)
―Organise labour! But wage labour, that is the existing, the
bourgeois organization of labour. Without it there is no capital,
no bourgeoisie, and no bourgeois society.‖ (Marx, The Class
Struggle in France, written between January and November 1,
1850, S. W. 1, Moscow 1969, p. 213)
Thus, wage-labour is the material of capital. In addition, the
capitalists (individual, joint-stock, state, multinational,
transnational, or whatever) remain capitalists as long as workers
remain wage-slaves; capitalists cannot turn themselves or their
slaves into free human beings while both sides remain what they
are.
Therefore, the Commune‘s measure akin to ―equal wages‖ was
not an iota away from capitalism and merely a Proudhonist
prejudice, unworkable under capitalism, no matter what its form,
since wages are prices of labour powers, different in kind and
skill requiring different duration and costs of training and
reproduction, thus embodying different amounts of socially
necessary labour or values. Moreover, the law of value asserts
itself objectively.
Marx in his The Poverty of Philosophy [written in the first half
of 1847 as answer to the Philosophy of poverty by M. Proudhon]
severely criticized Proudhon's philosophic, economic and
political views; exposed the unsoundness of Proudhonism.
Touching upon Proudhon's preoccupation ―with his theory of the
person-society‖ giving ―the name of Prometheus‖ ((Marx –
Engels, C. W. 6, Moscow 1976, pp. 155, 157), having practical
projects for the "solution of the social question", Marx subjects
to devastating criticism Proudhon‘s ideas of the "credit gratuit"
and "people's bank", based on this, to use Marx's words, "utterly
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philistine fantasy" vigorously advertised by the Proudhonist
school.
Approvingly, Lenin upheld such idealist concepts of Proudhon
in his own turn as the dictator of the Russian state although
previously he cunningly condemned Proudhon comparing with
quotes from Marx and Engels in order to deceive his own
followers and readers as though he was really opposed to
Proudhon. Were Marx and Engels alive during Lenin‘s days
they would have certainly dismissed him as utterly dishonest and
dangerous opportunist.
Monopoly / Competition Dilemma
―M. Proudhon says, … that competition is the opposite of
monopoly …
―M. Proudhon declares himself incapable of understanding the
origin of rent and property. He admits that this incapacity
obliges him to resort to psychological and moral considerations,
… M. Proudhon affirms that there is something mystical and
mysterious about the origin of property,‖ points out Marx.
(Marx-Engels C.W. 6, pp. 193, 197)
For M. Proudhon: ―Money is born of sovereign consecration:
the sovereigns took possession of gold and silver and affixed
their seal to them.
―Thus the whim of sovereigns is for M. Proudhon,‖ says Marx,
―the highest reason in political economy. …
―Truly, one must be destitute of all historical knowledge not to
know that it is the sovereigns who in all ages have been subject
to economic conditions, but they have never dictated laws to
them. Legislation, whether political or civil, never does more
than proclaim, express in words, the will of economic relations.
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―Was it the sovereign who took possession of gold and silver to
make them the universal agents of exchange by affixing his seal
to them? Or, was it not, rather, these universal agents of
exchange which took possession of the sovereign and forced to
affix his seal to them and thus give them a political
consecration? …
―According to him it is from the sovereign and not from
commerce that money gets its value. And what has really
proved? That commerce is more sovereign than the sovereign.‖
(ibid., pp. 147, 149)
Origin of trade, buying and selling, monopoly and
competition
―The immediate consequence of private property is trade –
exchange of reciprocal requirements – buying and selling …
each must seek to sell as dear as possible and buy as cheap as
possible. In every purchase and sell, therefore, two men with
dramatically opposed interests confront each other. The
confrontation is decidedly antagonistic … the one great basic
monopoly, property …You have brought about the fraternization
of the peoples – but the fraternity is the fraternity of thieves …
the ignominious war of competition! …The next category
established by trade is value. … an abstract trade – a trade
without competition, i. e., a man without body, a thought without
a brain to produce thoughts, … What cannot be monopolized …
―has no price‖ … Competition is based on self-interest, and selfinterest in turn breeds monopoly … competition already
presupposes monopoly – namely the monopoly of property …
The law of competition is that demand and supply always strive
to complement each other, and therefore never do so. The two
sides are torn apart again and transformed into flat opposition.
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… No worker can hold his own against his competitors if he
does not devote all his energy to labour. No one at all who enters
into the struggle of competition can weather it without the
utmost exertion of his energy, without renouncing every truly
human purpose … competition sets capital against capital,
labour against labour, landed property against landed property;
and likewise each of these elements against the other two. In the
struggle the stronger wins … Free competition, the key-word of
our present-day economists, is an impossibility.‖ (Engels,
Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy, written in October
and November, 1843, C. W. 3, pp. 422-441)
―The original determining feature of private property is
monopoly …‖ (Marx, Comments on James Mill, C. W. 3, p. 221)
―the source of monopoly, private property‖ (Marx, Economic
and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, C. W. 3, p. 267)
―Competition is emulation with a view to profit. … Socialists
know well enough that present-day society is founded on
competition. …
―M. Proudhon says, … that competition is the opposite of
monopoly, and consequently cannot be the opposite of
association. …
―Competition engenders misery, it foments civil war. …
―Everybody knows that modern monopoly is engendered by
competition itself. …
―Thesis: Feudal monopoly, before competition.
―Antithesis: Competition.
―Synthesis: Modern monopoly, which is the negation of feudal
monopoly, insofar as it implies the system of competition, and
the negation of competition insofar as it is monopoly.
―Thus modern monopoly, bourgeois monopoly, is synthetic
monopoly, the negation of negation, the unity of opposites. It is
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monopoly in the pure, normal, rational state.‖ (Marx, The
Poverty of Philosophy, C. W. 6, Moscow 1976, pp. 191-95)
Thus, monopoly and competition are the twins – the two poles
of private property. Replace private property with universal
ownership, then the polarity of competition and monopoly will
give way to co-operation.
More on Proudhon
―… it was left to M. Proudhon and his school to declare
seriously that degeneration of money and exaltation of
commodities was the essence of socialism and thereby to
reduce socialism to an elementary misunderstanding of the
inevitable correlation existing between commodities and
money.‖ (Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy, written between August 3 and 15, 1859, Moscow,
1978, p. 86)
Max says: ―To the extent that commodity production, in
accordance with its own inherent laws, develops further, into
capitalist production, the property laws of commodity
production change into the laws of capitalist appropriation,‖ and
criticizes ―Proudhon, who would abolish capitalistic property
by enforcing the eternal laws of property that are based on
commodity production.‖ (Capital, Vol. 1, Moscow 1974, p.
551)
He characterizes Proudhon as a typical ideologist of the pettybourgeoisie.
Thus, in reality, the Commune could in no way do away with
the wages system. It simply attempted to continue with it in a
form of self-exploitation and poverty distribution! This it
was destined to do because, taught in Proudhon‟s school of
„socialism‟ for the small peasants and master-craftsmen
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having “practical projects” for the “solution of the social
question” based on “equal wages” “people‟s bank” and
“credit gratuit”, the Communards knew not what else could
be done.
Moreover, neither the subjective nor the objective condition
for establishing socialism or communism was ripe at that
time.
―The direct antithesis to the empire was the Commune. The cry
of ―social republic,‖ with which the revolution of February was
ushered in by the Paris proletariat, did but express a vague
aspiration after a Republic that was not only to supersede the
monarchical form of class-rule, but class-rule itself. The
Commune was the positive form of that Republic.‖ (Marx, The
Civil War in France, written in April-May 1871, S. W. 2,
Moscow 1969, pp. 219-20)
Engels says,
"On May 28, the last fighters of the Commune succumbed to
superior forces on the slopes of Belleville. …
"Thanks to the economic and political development of France
since [the French Revolution of] 1789, Paris has been placed for
the last fifty years in such a position that no revolution could
break out there without assuming proletarian character, that is to
say, without the proletariat, which had bought victory with its
blood, advancing its own demands after victory. These demands
were more or less unclear and even confused, corresponding
to the stage of development reached by the workers of Paris at
the particular period, but in the last resort they all amounted
to the abolition of the class antagonism between capitalists
and workers. It is true that no one knew how this was to be
brought about. But the demand itself, however indefinitely it
still was couched, contained a threat to the existing order of
society; the workers who put it forward were still armed;
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therefore, the disarming of the workers was the first
commandment for the bourgeoisie, who were at the helm of the
state. Hence, after every revolution won by the workers, a
new struggle, ending with the defeat of the workers.
"This happened since 1848. The liberal bourgeois of the
parliamentary opposition...
"But behind these stood the revolutionary workers, and since
1830 ... 1848 ... 1851 ... 1871” – Engels. [Emphasis added – BS]
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1871/civil-warfrance/intro.htm
By no means socialist, nor could it be
―Revolutionary workers‖ - in what respect? How could
workers be called revolutionary unless they become socialist
in the first place? The Communards too could not be called
“revolutionary”, as their ―demands were more or less
unclear and even confused” and, “no one knew” how the
abolition of the class antagonism between capitalists and
workers was to be brought about. For argument‟s sake, even
if they knew, they could not establish Socialism under the
then prevailing circumstances.
And “the bank in the hands of the Commune” might give it
more strength to bargain, or even a chance to survive, in
which case that would be just a capital run by the state, but
not socialism.
For Engels, I think, it should have been the easiest thing to
understand why the communards had remained standing
respectfully with the holy awe outside the gates of the Bank of
France. Simply because, ―apart from the fact that this was
merely the rising of a city under exceptional conditions, the
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majority of the Commune was by no means socialist, nor
could it be.‖ (Marx)*
[* ―No equation can be solved unless its terms contain the
elements of its solution. Incidentally, the difficulties of a
government which has suddenly come into being through a
victory of the people have nothing specifically ―socialist‖ about
them. On the contrary, Victorious bourgeois politicians at once
feel embarrassed by their ―victory‖, whereas Socialists can at
least set to work without any embarrassment. One thing you can
at any rate be sure of: a socialist government does not come into
power in a country unless conditions are so developed that it can
immediately take necessary measures for intimidating the mass
of the bourgeoisie sufficiently to gain time – the first
desideratum [something lacking but needed or desired] – for
permanent action.
―Perhaps you will refer me to the Paris Commune; but apart
from the fact that this was merely the rising of a city under
exceptional conditions, the majority of the Commune was by no
means socialist, nor could it be.‖ (Marx to Ferdinand Domela
Nieuwenhuis in the Hague, London, February 22, 1881, MarxEngels, Selected Correspondence, Moscow 1975, p. 318)]
In 1895 also Engels, in his Introduction to The Class Struggle in
France by Marx, observes, ―the Commune was consumed in
unfruitful strife between the two parties which split it, the
Blanquists (the majority) and the Proudhonists (the minority),
neither of which knew what was to be done. The victory came as
gift in 1871 remained just as unfruitful as the surprise attack of
1848.‖ (Marx-Engels, S. W. 1, Moscow 1969, pp. 193-94)]
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The Two Pre-Conditions of Revolution
And long ago young Marx had arrived at the understanding:
―For revolutions require a passive element, a material basis.
Theory can be realized in a people only in so far as it is the
realization of the needs of that people. … Will the theoretical
needs be immediate practical needs? It is not enough for thought
to strive for realization, reality must strive towards thought. …
Only a revolution of radical needs can be a radical revolution.‖
(Marx, Contribution to Critique of Hegel‟s Philosophy of Right,
Introduction, written at the end of 1843-January 1844, MarxEngels, Collected Works, Vol. 3, p.183)
The workers‘ ―demands were more or less unclear and even
confused‖ – hence not ―of radical needs‖ – not of ―the abolition
of the wages system altogether‖ – not of ―the abolition of private
property‖ – not of the abolition of classes – not of the abolition
of buying and selling, anyway. They were deficient in ―the
theoretical needs‖. Neither their ―thought‖ nor the ―material
basis‖ had been ripened at any rate for ―a radical revolution‖ at
that time.
Actually, when the class consciousness of workers in general
will have reached the boiling point i.e., matured from the classin-itself to the class-for-itself to get at the helm of the state
power, they will have no ―demands‖ – in the true sense of the
term – to be realized from some authority above them, but will
have to organize their own actions in accordance with their own
―radical needs‖ about a socialist programme.
Even if the Commune could come out victorious defeating
enemies on both sides – external invasion and the internal
treachery, holding the Bank of France in hands, the best thing it
could do was to prefix the rhetoric ―people‘s‖ to call it the
―People‘s Bank of France‖ having to run the affairs of capitalism
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by submitting to the objective law of value, eventually turning
itself into a new faction of the ruling and exploiting class – the
capitalist class.
―The essence of bourgeois society consists precisely in this, that
a priori there is no conscious regulation of production. The
rational and the naturally necessary asserts itself only as blindly
working average.‖ (Marx to L. Kugelmann in Hanover, London,
July 11, 1868, S. W. 2, p. 419)
―Active social forces work exactly like natural forces, blindly,
forcibly, destructively, so long as we do not understand, and
reckon with them, when once we grasp their action, their
direction, their effects, it depends only upon ourselves to subject
them more and more to our own will, and by means of them to
reach our own ends. And this holds quite especially of the
mighty productive forces of today. As long as we obstinately
refuse to understand the nature and the character of these
productive forces – and this understanding goes against the grain
of the capitalist mode of production and its defenders – so long
these forces are at work in spite of us, in opposition to us, so
long they muster us … But once their nature is understood, they
can, in the hands of the producers working jointly together, be
transformed from master demons to willing servants. … the
capitalist mode of appropriation, in which the product enslaves
first the producer and then the appropriator, is replaced by the
mode of appropriation of the products that is based upon the
nature of the modern means of production; upon the one hand,
direct social appropriation, as means to the maintenance and the
extension of production – on the other, direct individual
appropriation, as means of subsistence and of enjoyment.‖
(Engels, Anti-Dühring, 1878, Progress Publishers, Moscow
1969, p. 331-32).
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CHAPTER FOUR

The movement for
Parliamentary reform
1832: The First (Great) Reform Act – disenfranchised various
rotten boroughs, redistributed their seats among the counties and
newly grown towns, and extended franchise to industrial
bourgeoisie (the upper middle class). Its failure to include the
working class saw the initiation of the six-point people’s charter
by the first working class party in history – the Chartist Party
in 1838, which was ruthlessly repressed by the government
within a decade.
1867: The Second Reform Act – introduced by Disraeli‘s
Tories and approved by Parliament on August 15, 1867 under
pressure from the mass working class movement and direct
participation of the General Council of the First International–
carried out a further redistribution of seats, lowered the property
qualification – so doubling the electorate to two million male
property owners including also a part of skilled workers – fewer
than 10 per cent of population. (cf. Note 428 at p. 644 & Note 451
for more details in Marx-Engels, C. W. 24)
1884: The Third Reform Act – extended the franchise
approved for towns by the second to cover the entire country,
widening the electorate to about five million – most male (only
70% of them owing to property qualification, although fairly
low) obtained vote – not women – before First World War.
[For a review of the complexity of the suffrage question before
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1914 especially the suffragettes‟ “Vote for Ladies” issues see
the Socialist Standard, November 1999 issue, p. 16. Mrs.
Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928), the British suffragette leader,
a determined feminist, formed the Women‟s Social and Political
Union (WSPU) in 1903 raised the suffragettes‟ “Vote for
Ladies” – actually vote for rich women – issue. Her militant
activities frequently resulted in terms of imprisonment. Besides,
there were also many a group to raise the so-called women
question. Whereas Sylvia Pankhurst (daughter of Emily
Pankhurst) raised the vote for women including working class
women issue – demanding universal suffrage.]
Suffragettes or no suffragettes, in the aftermath of the War a
more confident capitalist class found no reason to hold down
also ―vote for ladies‖ any longer anyway.
1918: Female franchise over 30 – men over 21.
1928: Both sexes over 21 in Britain.
1944: In France preceded by 19 other European states.
1948: In India.
Sylvia Pankhurst later became a socialist for a while (though she
was misled by the Bolshevik government at the start) as can be
seen from this article of hers on ―Future Society‖ from 1923:
―The words Socialism and Communism have the same meaning.
They indicate a condition of society in which the wealth of the
community: the land and the means of production, distribution
and transport are held in common, production being for use and
not for profit.
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Socialism being an ideal towards which we are working, it is
natural that there should be some differences of opinion in that
future society. Since we are living under Capitalism it is natural
that many people‘s ideas of Socialism should be coloured by
their experiences of life under the present system. We must not
be surprised that some who recognise the present system is bad
should yet lack the imagination to realise the possibility of
abolishing all the institutions of Capitalist society. Nevertheless
there can be no real advantage in setting up a half-way-house to
socialism. A combination of Socialism and Capitalism would
produce all sorts of injustice, difficulty and waste. Those who
happen to suffer under the anomalies would continually struggle
for a return to the old system.
Full and complete Socialism entails the total abolition of money,
buying and selling, and the wages system.
It means the community must set itself the task of providing
rather more than the people can use of all the things that the
people need and desire, and of supplying these when and as the
people require them.
Any system by which the buying and selling system is retained
means the employment of vast sections of the population in
unproductive work. It leaves the productive work to be done by
one portion of the people whilst the other portion is spending its
energies in keeping shop, banking, making advertisements and
all the various developments of commerce which, in fact,
employ more than two-thirds of the people today.
Given the money system, the wage system is inevitable. If things
needed and desired are obtainable only by payment those who
do the work must be paid in order that they may obtain the
means of life. The wages system entails such institutions as the
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old-age pension, sick and unemployment insurance and widow‘s
pensions, or the Poor Law, and probably plus the Poor Law.
These involve large numbers of people drawn from productive
work to do purely administrative work. Thus useless toil is
manufactured, and the burden of non-producers maintained by
the productive workers is increased.
Moreover social conditions are preserved which are quite out of
harmony with Communist fraternity. The wage system makes
the worker‘s life precarious. The payment of wages entails the
power to dismiss the worker by an official or officials.
So long as the money system remains, each productive
enterprise must be run on a paying basis. Therefore it will tend
to aim at employing as few workers as possible, in order to
spend less on wages. It will also tend to dismiss the less efficient
worker who, becoming unemployed, becomes less efficient.
Thus an unemployable class tends to grow up.
The existence of a wage system almost inevitably leads to
unequal wages; overtime, bonuses, higher pay for work
requiring special qualifications. Class distinctions are purely
differences of education, material comfort and environment.
Buying and selling by the Government opens the door to official
corruption. To check that, high salaried positions are created in
order that those occupying them have too much to lose to make
pilfering and jobbery worth while.‖
https://www.marxists.org/archive/pankhurst-sylvia/1923/futuresociety.htm
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Declaration of
Independence and the Right
to Vote in America
The Declaration of Independence is the statement adopted by
the Second Continental Congress meeting at the Pennsylvania
State House (Independence Hall) in Philadelphia on July 4,
1776, which announced that the thirteen American colonies, then
at war with the Kingdom of Great Britain, regarded themselves
as thirteen newly independent sovereign states and no longer
under British rule. Instead, they formed a new nation: the United
States of America. The United States Constitution created
September 17, 1787, ratified June 21, 1788 and effective March
4, 1789, ―a democratic constitution‖ (Engels, Principles of
Communism, 1847), is the supreme law of the United States of
America.


The Founders and the Vote
In the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson wrote,
"Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
Powers from the Consent of the Governed." But how would
Americans "consent" to be governed? Who should vote? How
should they vote? The founders wrestled with these and many
other questions.



Voting Rights for African Americans
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A terrible and bloody Civil War freed enslaved Americans. The
Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution (1868) subsequently
granted African Americans the rights of citizenship. Sadly, this
did not always translate into the right to vote. Even after
Congress passed the Fifteenth Amendment providing the right to
vote, it would be many years before African Americans would
be allowed to fully participate in the process.


Voting Rights for Women
1776: Abigail Adams writes to her husband, John, who is
attending the Continental Congress in Philadelphia, asking that
he and the other men--who were at work on the Declaration of
Independence--"Remember the Ladies." John responds with
humor. The Declaration's wording specifies that "all men are
created equal." It would be over 140 years before women would
be granted the right to vote.



Voting Rights for Native Americans
It's often overlooked that self-government in America was
practiced by Native Americans, long before the formation of the
United States government. Yet Native Americans faced many of
the same hurdles as African Americans and women before
gaining the right to vote.



Who Can Vote Today?
As a result of many battles, laws and amendments, modern day
voting is a much simpler matter. To vote in a presidential
election today, you must be 18 years old, a United States citizen
and not a convicted felon. Each state has its own requirements,
but the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 makes
registering simple.
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CHAPTER SIX

Capitalism in India, Universal
Suffrage and Multi-Party
Republic
Multi-Party government based on universal suffrage is the
most advanced political form of full-fledged capitalism. To
demand more from capitalism is erroneous. To go beyond it
means entering into the region of socialism. The
responsibility of ushering the world-society, hand in hand on
to socialism, rests with the working class. The working class
will have to accomplish this task by building up their own
independent political organization and by using the
universal suffrage as the instrument of emancipation.
1600, 31 December, Queen Elizabeth I (7 September 1533 – 24
March 1603) of England granted a formal charter to the London
merchants trading to the East Indies. The East India Company,
a private British company, began its world trade and rose to
account for half of the world's trade, particularly in basic
commodities including cotton, silk, indigo dye, salt, saltpetre,
tea, luxury goods and opium. Starting as a monopolistic trading
body, empowered by means of the ―right of conquest‖ – to carry
on war and make peace in non-Christian countries, history‘s
most ruthless company, unafraid to further its interests by
nefarious means, became involved in politics. The Company
bullied and coerced its way to global supremacy – and that‘s not
even the worst of it. By the beginning of the 18th century, having
acquired unequalled trade privileges from India‘s Mughal
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emperors, the company had established in India the three
presidencies of Calcutta (now Kolkata), Madras (now Chennai)
and Bombay (now Mumbai). In the face of declining central
Mughal authority and the emergence of self-motivated
individual successor states, these settlements became subject to
increasing harassment by local princes, and the company began
to protect itself by intervening more and more in Indian political
affairs, and eventually, with its own powerful army, dominated
India.
Expeditions for finding out new markets, cheap labour power,
sources of raw materials and most profitable business locations
gave rise to colonialism. Trading capital sailed across oceans
and entered into foreign countries and regions and began getting
hold of pre-capitalist socio-economic formations. Just as
William Morris appraised in his essay Early England,
―feudalism or the society of status waned into capitalism or the
society of contract.‖
Colonialism had signaled the advent of capitalism. It had
worked as the precursor of Industrial Revolution brought about
by the invention of the steam-engine, of various spinning
machines, of the power-loom, of a great number of other
mechanical devices, and of the factory system affecting eventual
demise of feudalism; it had forged ahead as the forerunner of
globalization of capitalist mode and relations of production. In
so doing colonialism became the bearer of the seminal and
progressively evolutional transitional phase of capitalism. This
was the phase when the two great modern antagonist classes –
the capitalist and the working classes were appearing in the
world historical panorama and were passing through their
upcoming transition from the disintegrating feudal classes and
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relations – the peasantry and the landlords. Capitalism was being
born.
This very process indicated capitalism‘s global dimensions from
the outset. The sea voyage of the British merchant capital
navigated by Job Charnock arrived on 24 August 1690 at the
village of Sutanuti beside the river Ganges, which in
conjunction with two other villages Govindapur and Kalikata
in due course developed into the city of Calcutta. There is a
long chain of events behind the arrival of the British East India
Company in Bengal, specifically Job Charnock in Sutanuti. It is
generally recognized that the city of Calcutta was founded on the
day when Job Charnok arrived. In fact this city has been built by
the British. Once Lord Curzon aptly remarked – just a single
glance at the buildings, river and buzzing and smoke is sufficient
to show that Calcutta is a European city founded on Asian land.
The region eventually developed productive forces under the
influence of the newly arrived capitalist relations of production.
This progression initiated the burgeoning capitalist city of
Calcutta, the first capital of British India.
Capitalism began sprouting out branches having grown under
the influence of the British capital: ports, roads and buildings,
irrigation projects, jute mills, tea gardens, ship building, mining,
insurance and banking, metal industries, the TATA iron and
steel industry, and under domination of the growing Indian
capital in Bombay in textile industry. In these fields the
identities of the capitalists and workers by caste, religion, race,
language, birth place and home country/foreign country became
progressively more and more antiquated. Simply because capital
is not a personal, but a social force. In India too its growth has
accorded the intrinsic law of capital – alienation, uneven
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development and competitive laws of motion. Incessant wars,
revolts, agitation and protest marches, meetings and
congregations, proclamations remain marked in the history of
the progress of capital in India as much as the ones in all other
countries of the world.
1757 – The Battle of Plassey (23 June 1757) was a crucial
victory of the British East India Company over the Nawab of
Bengal and his French allies and the beginning of the Company
rule. The battle consolidated the Company's presence in Bengal,
which later expanded to cover much of India over the next
hundred years.
1764 – The Battle of Buxar was fought on 22 October 1764
between the forces under the command of the British East India
Company and the combined armies of Mir Qasim, the Nawab of
Bengal; the Nawab of Awadh; and the Mughal Emperor Shah
Alam II. The battle fought at Boxer was a decisive victory for
the Company.
1857 - The Calcutta University Act came into force on 24
January 1857 and a 41-member Senate was formed as the
policy-making body of the university. English education
initiated.
The Sepoy Mutiny, also known as the Indian Revolt of 1857.
The rebellion began on 10 May 1857 in the form of a mutiny of
sepoys of the Company's army in the garrison town of Meerut.
The dissolution of the East India Company. It was dissolved
before the outbreak of the war.
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1858, 2 August, Lord Stanley‘s India Bill was passed; under
which the East India Company came to an end. India became a
province of the empire of Queen Victoria (Alexandrina
Victoria; 24 May 1819 – 22 January 1901).
1850 – By this time Britai n was producing rail engines.
During this time large scale industries were being installed in
India.
At that time, in subordination to the ―imperial preference‖ and
under the compulsion of competition in the world market
Bombay was growing as India‘s centre of large scale industry.
Here Indian businessmen, moneylenders and lackeys
accumulated huge sums of money through business. With largesale exchanges, and as the middlemen of trade in opium, they
remained much acquainted not only with China, but also with
the Far Eastern markets through trade. During the decades –
forties, fifties and sixties of the nineteenth century, the big
business families of Bombay used to keep their representatives
in Britain and thus got the opportunity to observe the growth of
large scale industries there.
During the last three decades of the nineteenth century workers
in the Indian factories had to work 80 hours in a week
(compared with 56 hours in Britain). The working day was long:
16 hours. Since there were no electric lights the working day
opened 15 minutes before the sunrise and closed 15 minutes
after the sunset. Starkly visible as above that, given the
opportunity, the native capitalists can become more ruthless than
their foreign competitors. So much for patriotism!
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It was this process of extreme exploitation of the ―native‖
working class that the ―native‖ capitalist class began to compete
with the ―foreign‖ British capitalist class in the market.
Abysmal poverty, famines and severe oppression gave rise to
mass-unrest; to counter this state of affairs the ―foreign‖ rulers
needed a popular platform. India witnessed two famines between
1825 and 1850 which claimed some 800,000 lives. Thereafter in
1850-1875 six times and during 1875-1890 eighteen times
famines broke out and the death toll rose to 26,000,000. The
Indigo revolts of East Bengal during 1859-1862 were
remarkable uprisings of village people.
1885 – The Indian National Congress was founded. British
top-ranking officers – such as retired officer Alan Octavian
Hume, William Wedderburn and others initiated this party;
Robert Night, the founder Editor of the Statesman supported it.
Among others were some people from the Indian capitalists,
moneylenders and landlords, their supporters and some
intellectuals; they launched this yearly gathering of the national
movement – this they designated Indian National Congress
which conducted its first session in Bombay from December
28–31, 1885. With the approval of the ruling elite and at the
request of the Viceroy Lord Dufferin, Hume became the General
Secretary. The crucial objective was: consolidation of the unity
between England and India, and for that purpose alteration of the
conditions which may harm any interests of England.
In other words to work as the ―safety valve‖.
Thereafter 20 years passed by, via strife between ―loyalist‖ vs.
―extremist‖ factions. Then the ―extremist‖ faction raised the
question of ―national interest‖.
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1906 – In the Congress session a group led by Tilak proposed
self-government and obtained majority support.
On the other hand, by the end of that year on 30 December a
group of wealthy Indians stood to defend the interests of the
Muslims of this country and initiated the Muslim League for a
separate state as per their ―Pakistan‖ plan.
1909 – Morley-Minto Reform – Vote started in India. The
conditions of becoming a voter were – for a Muslim having a
yearly income 3,000 rupees and that for a non-Muslim 300,000
rupees.
1914-1918 – First World War
1917 – First Constitutional Reform – During the war Viceroy
promised: the natural goal of India was to be attainment of
Dominion status.
1918 – Montagu-Chelmsford Report by India Secretary
Montague and Viceroy Chelmsford
1919 – Indian Constitution: reconsideration – the
Government of India Act
1919 – The Jallianwala Bagh massacre at Amritsar
1922 – Bardaloi – Non-Cooperation Movement – civil
disobedience – non-payment of rent and taxes; Chauri Chaura
incident - attack on police barrack and killing of 5 police
personnel; withdrawal of the movement by the Congress.
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Disputes inside the Congress and the launching of the Swaraj
Party (established in late 1922–early 1923)
In a public meeting to protest against the Jalianwala Bagh
massacre the National Congress urged on the workers to form
trade unions and conveyed its decision of boycotting the
scheduled elections to the legislatures in accordance with the
new India Act. As a result elections to the Central and provincial
legislatures were abandoned.
1922 – In August while speaking on state policies Lloyd George
declared the unwillingness of Britain to approve self-government
to India.
1927 – Simon Commission
In part-5 of the 1919 Government of India Act it was stated that
a Special Commission was to be appointed within 10 years to
consider the results of the approved regulations about selfgovernance and accordingly to adopt new laws.
1928 – In February that Constitution Amendment Commission
under the leadership of the English Liberal Sir John Simon
reached Bombay. At that time owing to the world crisis (Great
Depression) the Indian market was also thrown into confusion;
the employers were arbitrarily putting their paws on the wages
of workers. Under such circumstances the Simon Commission
actually fuelled strikes, processions and rallies raising voices –
―Simon go back‖.
1927 – Already, in December the Madras Congress Conference
adopted the first ―complete freedom‖ resolution. (Before which
Congress had no demand for ―complete freedom‖).
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1928 – In July the Report of the committee led by Motilal Nehru
was published. This draft constitution known as ―Nehru
Constitution‖ of India was on the one hand a control by the
elected body on the budget after accepting the Dominion status,
and on the other hand to keep foreign policy and defence under
the British power. In it the interests and rights of the native kings
and the aristocracy were protected, whereas it disregarded the
minimum interests of the workers.
1928 – 31st August – ―All Party Conference‖
1929 – December – Calcutta Congress – demand: Dominion
status for a year
1928-1932 – Great Depression and its reaction in India
1930 – June – The Simon Commission report was published
having proposed that the future Constitution will have a
Federation of India under a Federal Government subject to the
absolute power of the Viceroy. It was preceded by the Viceroy‘s
statement as stated above. In it voters of the voting
constituencies were further divided providing for separate
elections of the untouchables, raising the power of the native
kings, and retaining discrimination among the electorate on the
basis of religion, race and caste.
In the meantime, beside the increase in the number of voters, the
government declared Sindh a separate province as demanded by
the Muslim League. Burma was also separated from India.
During the beginning of 1929 the British Government invited the
political parties of India to a round table conference to consider
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the Simon Commission report. But due to adverse attitude
towards Simon Commission the National Congress ignored the
invitation.
1930 – Indian campaign for independence (Salt Satyagraha)
1930 – 26 January – ―First Independence Day‖ was observed
throughout the country. (However, the Dominion status was still
in force).
Round Table Conference, (1930–32), in Indian history,
comprised a series of meetings in three sessions called by the
British government to consider the future Constitution of India.
The conference resulted from a review of the Government of
India Act of 1919, undertaken in 1927 by the Simon
Commission, whose report was published in 1930. The
conference was held in London.
1930 – The first session (Nov. 12, 1930 –Jan. 19, 1931) had 73
representatives, from all Indian states and all parties except the
Indian National Congress, which was waging a civil
disobedience campaign against the government. It was attended
by various native kings, Muslim League, Hindu Mahasabha,
Liberal Federation and the ―Scheduled Caste Federation‖
launched by Bhim Rao Ambedkar. The conference came to a
deadlock due to the British Government‘s ploy to inculcate
incitement between the various religious representatives.
1931 – In March, the All India Congress Committee held its
annual session in Karachi; a decisive meeting for Indian politics.
That session is notable for a very incisive resolution drafted at
the end of the conference, one which is counted as the precursor
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to the Indian constitution. The Conference adopted the document
– ―Fundamental Rights and Duties and Economic
Programme‖ along with the proposal to introduce bourgeoisdemocratic rights having the principal aim: to achieve Swaraj
for the masses. This put in: equal rights for all irrespective of
religion or race, reorganization of provinces in accordance with
language, along with the conditions of a minimum wage,
restriction and reduction of taxes.
1931 – September – the Second Round Table Conference was
held in London. Gandhi attended. But this time too, like the first
one, the British side held on to their policy of fuelling the HinduMuslim dispute and the Conference was rendered futile.
1932 - Third Round Table Conference (November – December
1932). This last session assembled on November 17, 1932. Only
forty-six delegates attended since most of the main political
figures of India were not present. The Labour Party from Britain
and the Indian National Congress refused to attend. However,
this session conferred on the final form to the Constitution of
India which was reflected in the Government of India Act
1935.
1932 – Congress declared unlawful assembly
1933 – “Joint Select Committee” proposed Federal structure.
In the meantime the Communist Party of India came into
existence and has officially stated that it was formed on 25
December 1925 at the first Party Conference in Kanpur. But as
per the version of CPI(M), the Communist Party of India was
founded in Tashkent, Soviet Union on 17 October 1920, soon
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after the Second Congress of the Communist International.
This party got going remaining subservient to Bolshevism or
Leninism and preacher of the arranged upshots of the so-called
October Revolution as a ―strictly disciplined‖-―vanguardist‖―secret‖-―conspiratorial organisation‖. This party has always
kept the working class of India in the dark about the awful
Bolshevik massacre at the naval station Kronstadt beside the
Baltic Seashore near Petrograd in 1921 that claimed some
18,000 lives. What happened there? (See Marxism and Asia, p27, Note-34). Following Lenin‘s instruction and Trotsky‘s direct
order – ―shoot them down like partridges‖ – the Red Army
attacked the Kronstadt Soviet workers who were peacefully
struggling for democracy. Just compare this terrible massacre
with the one that happened at Jalianwala Bagh Square in
Amritsar, Punjab on 13 April 1919 which saw some 1000 killed
and 2000 wounded. This party is very vocal about the Jalianwala
Bagh, but remains pretty silent about the Kronstadt. Why? It is
an indispensable duty of the workers of India to look
meticulously into Lenin‘s duplicity – his condemnation against
the mass killing in India (Amritsar) and his calumny about the
Kronstadt annihilation in Russia.
1924 – Kanpur Bolshevik Conspiracy Case against the
communists.
1929 – Meerut Conspiracy Case
1934 – The Communist Party of India declared unlawful
1935 - The Government of India Act 1935: Approved by the
King: August 1935 (passed by the British Government, also
called the New Constitution) was the last constitution of British
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India. It lasted until 1947, when British India was split into
Pakistan and India.
Objective: Suffrage was further broadened, even though it was
still restricted under conditions of property, income and
educational qualifications; so not yet universal. At that time the
population of India stood at 353,000,000. Some 35,000,000
Indians obtained the right to vote, 29,000,000 were male and
6,000,000 female. Nevertheless, as always the Government
retained its tactic of fuelling the ―communal problem‖ – kept
running special representation and weighted votes. The
Government said this was done to protect the minorities;
whereas at that time the Hindus comprised the minority in
Bengal, but the balance of seats was in favour of the Muslims
(Muslim population 257,000,000 – seats 117, Hindu population
215,000,000 – seats 78). Apart from that, the landlords were
allotted special seats, and the ―untouchables‖ were separated
from others in the electorate.
Despite opposing the New Constitution, the Congress decided to
take part in the provincial governments in order to strengthen the
movement for self-government.
1937 – Provincial elections were held in British India in the
winter of 1936-37 as mandated by the Government of India
Act 1935. Elections were held in eleven provinces - Madras,
Central Provinces, Bihar, Orissa, United Provinces, Bombay
Presidency, Assam, NWFP, Bengal, Punjab and Sindh . Amid
of the 11 provinces the Congress won a majority and formed
ministries in Bihar, Bombay, Central Provinces, Madras, Orissa
and United Provinces. In North-West Frontier Province the
Congress formed ministry as the one single largest party. And
there were coalition ministries in Sindh and Assam under
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Congress influence. The other two – Bengal and Punjab were not
in the Congress fold.
Second World War and India
1947 – 15 August Independence
1948 – Universal suffrage in India, Universal suffrage (also
general suffrage or common suffrage) consists of the extension
of the right to vote to all citizens (or subjects).
1950 – All adult citizens as recognized by the Constitution of
India, irrespective of race or gender or religion on the
founding of the Republic of India came under the Universal
Suffrage umbrella.
Republic Day commemorates the date on which the
Constitution of India came into effect on 26 January 1950
replacing the Government of India Act (1935) as the governing
document of India.
The Constitution was adopted by the Indian Constituent
Assembly on 26 November 1949, and came into effect on 26
January 1950 with a democratic government system, completing
the country's transition towards becoming an independent multiparty republic. 26 January was chosen as the Republic day
because it was on this day in 1930 when Declaration of Indian
Independence (Purna Swaraj) was proclaimed by the Indian
National Congress as opposed to the Dominion status offered by
British Regime.
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Conclusion
It is manifest enough that our ruling class did not gift universal
suffrage to us at one momentary go through the constitution in
1948-49. That is their propaganda. Most workers in India still
accept the view that via ―independence‖ and constitution the
Indian leaders have given them the right to vote in 1948. But
once they grasp the world history of the long-drawn movement
for the vote, and knows the action-and-reaction – cause-andeffect chronology and lineage of all previous seminal documents
relating to time-to-time preceding reforms towards the
Constitution, then they will themselves discover that they have
got the right to vote as a sequel of over a century-long class
struggle originally organized by their political forerunners - the
English Chartists (1838), who were all workers,
“incalculably nearer to the Communists” (Engels, Principles
of Communism). Thus our right to elect the Government i.e., the
political-administrative Executive Committee, has been achieved
historically in England and thereafter in India and elsewhere via
many struggles and reforms.

What and why the states are here?
In accordance with the historical materialist analysis a state is
the highest embodiment of aggregate national capital, the power
of national oppression no matter what its form, and its governing
body is the managing committee or executive committee of
national capital‘s common affairs – the executive committee of
the total national capital. Therefore the job of employing or
electing their managing committee or executive committee is
their business – their right. Then, why should they allow the
working class to interfere in what is not their business anyway?
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Nevertheless, initially they extended the suffrage to the upper
echelon and kept others outside, using their own system of
division of labour. The fact remains that the capitalist class
brutally suppressed the Universal Suffrage movement of the
working class – the Chartists. Even then with the passage of time
and circumstances they found it very practical to extend the
suffrage to the working class by gradually taking them again as
pawns in their fray.
The reasons are as follows:
1) The working class encompasses the immense majority of
society; it is also the productive and driving force of society;
which is why in all bourgeois revolutions against pre-capitalist
landed aristocracy and feudalism the nascent capitalist class had
to use the working class itself.
2) In 1871 it was the Paris Commune that, first in history,
discovered and applied the revolutionary method of election of
recallable delegates on the basis of Universal Suffrage. A more
and more self-confident capitalist class, after overthrowing the
Commune, on the one hand, having to thwart the working class
struggles, and on the other, having been more and more
experienced through crises, slumps and wars between
themselves, considered suffrage to be in their interest, and
gradually extended it to the working class in order to deceive
and rule them by ballots instead of by bullets. And in that
cunning treachery they lopped off the participatory democratic
principle – the heart of the Paris Commune -- to turn universal
suffrage into an instrument of trickery.
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3) By subordinating knowledge and science, technology, education,
information, social media – in a word the entire superstructure of
society – and by deceitfully marginalizing the Materialist
Conception of History, they have become decidedly successful
in imposing their all-pervading idealist-reformist conceptions
and ideas to safeguard their exploitation and rule over the
working class. They are now ruling by deception. In this
itinerary of obstructing and obscuring class consciousness they
have become all the more successful in using universal suffrage.
They have turned the bottom-up participatory democratic Paris
Commune principle upside-down by means of their top-down
bureaucratic rule. Now again the working class must reverse it
by sending their class‘s delegates (MPs) to the Parliaments of
the world with a mandate to pronounce: Annulment of all
property and territorial rights whereby all that is on and in
Earth becomes the common heritage of the whole humanity.
Just as feudalism gives way to capitalism, so capitalism gives
way to socialism. However this ambition still remains unheeded
by the immense majority of the workers of the world. Maybe the
enormously class-conscious capitalists have become nearly
successful in creating a race without aspiration.
Long ago in 1877 Engels had cautioned, ―Up till now the
aristocracy mollified the working masses with philanthropic
concessions; now the bourgeoisie is trying its hand by lending
support to the workers‘ political tendencies and taking
possession of them in order to direct them. We are on the brink
of the period of universal suffrage: and on this terrain the
bourgeoisie is hastening to display all its skills and wiles, in
other words to make political concessions in order to safeguard
its own economic interests and leave the aristocracy behind,‖
(British Agricultural Labourers Want To Participate In The
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Political Life Of Their Country, London. June 5, 1877, Collected
Works, Progress, Moscow, 1989, Vol. 24, p-180).
He advised, ―For the full representation of labour in Parliament,
as well as for the preparation of the abolition of the wages
system, organization will be necessary, not of separate Trades,
but of the working class as a body. And the sooner this is done
the better.‖ (Engels, Trade Unions, written in about May 20,
1881, op. cit.)
4) And in 1878 Engels had monitored, ―If the crises demonstrate
the incapacity of the bourgeoisie for managing any longer
modern productive forces, the transformation of the great
establishments for production and distribution into joint-stock
companies [trusts] and state property shows how unnecessary
the bourgeoisie are for that purpose. All the social functions of
the capitalist are now performed by salaried employees. The
capitalist has no further social function than that of pocketing
dividends, tearing off coupons, and gambling on the Stock
Exchange, where the different capitalists despoil one another of
their capital. At first the capitalist mode of production forces out
the workers. Now it forces out the capitalists, and reduces them,
just as it reduced the workers, to the ranks of the surplus
population, although not immediately into those of the industrial
reserve army.‖ (Anti-Dühring, Progress, 1969, p-330)
However, now after some 139 years since 1878 the big
capitalists are not at all required even to tear off coupons; they
enjoy themselves by sky-trekking from country to country and
checking in and out from luxurious star hotels and sea and hill
resorts after leaving everything to be done by the working class.
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Now all their itineraries are looked after by their salaried or
waged slaves.
Nevertheless, doesn‘t this excellent situation clearly point out
that to do away with this reckless indolent and lavish production
and administration the working class needs a reverse tactic –
that they have to transform their universal suffrage into an
instrument of capitalism‘s burial? And for that matter, that they
have to totally reject all parties based on undemocratic
leader/follower forms, have to get rid of all deceptive ploys of
the thousand and one self-styled labour, communist or socialist
parties with their reformist manifestoes with their catalogues of
topsy-turvy demands; and have to join in their own leaderless
participatory democratic really revolutionary and the only global
cornerstone – the World Socialist Movement. This movement
was initiated by the pathfinder party – the Socialist Party of
Great Britain in 1904 which afterward incorporated companion
parties and groups in many countries around the world. The
workers of the world including those in India will have to
recognize, understand and adopt the object and principles of
this movement alongside those of the World Socialist Party
(India) and other companion parties to move forward; they will
have to understand, want and join in the socialist parties only for
socialism.
―Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as
they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by
themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given
and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all dead
generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains of the living.
And just as they seem engages in revolutionizing themselves and
things, in creating something that had never yet existed,
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precisely in such periods of revolutionary crisis they anxiously
conjure up the spirits of the past to their service and borrow from
them names, battle cries and costumes in order to present the
new scene of world history in this time-honored disguise and
this borrowed language.‖ Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte, Marx Engels Selected Works, Vol. 1, Progress
Publishers, Moscow1969, p. 398
Remember Karl Marx‘s guidance: "The philosophers have only
interpreted the world, in various ways; the point, however, is to
change it."
[This article is an edited translation of its Bengali draft written in
2005 – Binay Sarkar, 09/07/2017]
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Engels on “The gauge of the
maturity of the working class”
―To the extent, however, that this class matures for its selfemancipation, it constitutes itself as a party of its own and elects
its own representatives, not those of the capitalists. Thus,
universal suffrage is the gauge of the maturity of the working
class. It cannot and never will be anything more in the presentday state; but that is sufficient. On the day the thermometer of
universal suffrage registers boiling point among the workers,
both they and the capitalists will know where they stand.‖
(Engels, Origin of the Family, Private Property and State,
written in early April-May 26, 1884, S. W. 3, p. 350)
―I fail to see the difference between ―election rights and voting
rights,‖ between ―elections and voting‖ respectively.‖ (Engels,
Critique of Draft S. D. Programme of 1891, S. W. 3, p. 460)
―And, practically, that horrid ‗People‘s Charter‘ actually became
the political programme of the very manufacturers who had
opposed it to the last. ‗The abolition of the property
qualification‘ and ‗Vote by Ballot‘ are now the law of the land.
The Reform Acts of 1867 and 1884 make a near approach to
‗universal suffrage‘ … ‗payment of members‘, and shorter, if not
actually ‗annual Parliaments‘, are visibly looming in the distance
– and yet there are people who say the Chartism is dead. … The
revolution of 1848, not less than many of its predecessors, has
had strange bedfellows and successors. The very people who put
it down have become, as Karl Marx used to say, its testamentary
executors. … the English manufacturers had to enact the
People‘s Charter.‖ (Engels, Preface to the Condition of the
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Working class in England, written for the English edition,
published in London 1892, S. W. 3, pp. 471-72)
―Thus the capitalist no longer lay claim to his profits as ―wages
of supervision‖, as he supervises nothing. … that the capitalist
class has also become unable to manage the immense productive
system …..that their interference is becoming more and more a
nuisance.
―Again we say to them, ―Stand back! And give the working class
the chance of a turn.‖ (Engels, Social Class – Necessary and
Superfluous, written in early August 1881, C. W. 24, p. 418)
The trade union ‗rights‘ and the vote were not handed over to
the wages-slaves as a present from their masters, but had to be
fought for by the workers against barbarous repression.
MARX ON THE CHARACTER OF AN ELECTION AND
ON “PEOPLE‟S STATE”
―The character of an election does not depend on this name but
on the economic foundation, the economic inter-relations of the
voters, and as soon as the functions have ceased to be political,
1) the distribution of general functions no longer exist, 2) the
distribution of general functions has become a routine matter
which entails no domination, 3) elections lose their present
political character. … With the collective ownership the socalled will of the people disappears and makes way for the
genuine will of the cooperative.‖ (Maarx, Notes on Bakunin‘s
Statehood and Anarchy, C. W. 24, pp. 519-20)
―Liebknecht‘s people‟s state, which is nonsense directed against
the Communist Manifesto, etc.‖ (ibid. p.521)
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ON POLITICAL ORGANISATION
On the need for majority action
―All previous historical movements were movements of
minorities. The proletarian movement is self conscious,
independent movement of the immense majority, in the interest
of the immense majority.‖ (Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
1848, Manifesto of the Communist Party, Moscow, 1977, p. 47)
―To give up fighting our adversaries in the political field would
mean to abandon one of the most powerful weapons, particularly
in the sphere of organization and propaganda. Universal suffrage
provides us with an excellent means of struggle.‖ (Engels to the
Spanish Federal Council of the International Working Men‘s
Association, London, February13, 1871, Marx Engels – Selected
Correspondence, pp. 243-44)
THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY
―The materialist conception of history starts from the proposition
that the production of the means to support human life and, next
to production, the exchange of things produced, is the basis of all
social structure; that in every society that has appeared in
history, the manner in which wealth is distributed and society
divided into classes or orders is dependent upon what is
produced, how it is produced, and how the products are
exchanged. From this point of view the final causes of all social
changes and political revolutions are to be sought, not in men‘s
brains, not in men‘s better insight into eternal truth and justice,
but in changes in the modes of production and exchange. They
are to be sought not in the Philosophy, but in the economics of
each particular epoch. The growing perception that existing
social institutions are unreasonable and unjust, that reason has
become unreason and right wrong, is only proof in the modes of
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production and exchange changes have silently taken place with
which the social order, adapted to earlier economic conditions, is
no linger in keeping. From this it also follows that the means of
getting rid of incongruities that have been brought to light must
also be present, in a more or less developed condition, within the
changed modes of production themselves. These means are not
to be invented by deduction from fundamental principles, but are
to be discovered in the stubborn facts of the existing system of
production.‖ (Frederick Engels, Socialism: Utopian and
Scientific, written between January and the first half of March
1880, Marx Engels Selected Works, 3, p. 142)
―Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as
they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by
themselves, but under circumstances directly encountered, given
and transmitted from the past. The tradition of all dead
generations weighs like a nightmare on the brains of the living.
And just as they seem engages in revolutionizing themselves and
things, in creating something that had never yet existed,
precisely in such periods of revolutionary crisis they anxiously
conjure up the spirits of the past to their service and borrow from
them names, battle cries and costumes in order to present the
new scene of world history in this time-honored disguise and
this borrowed language.‖ Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte, Marx Engels Selected Works, Vol. 1, Progress
Publishers, Moscow1969, p. 398
―No equation can be solved unless its terms contain the elements
of its solution.‖ (Marx,
―The materialist conception of history has a lot of them
nowadays, to whom it serves as an excuse for not studying
history. Just as Marx used to say commenting on the French
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―Marxists‖ of the late seventies: ―All I know is that I am not a
Marxist.‖ …
―But strongly enough it has not struck anyone that, after all, the
method of distribution essentially depends on how much there is
to distribute, and that this must surely change with the progress
of production and social organization, so that the method of
distribution may also change. … in the whole debate.
―In general, the word ―materialist‖ serves many of the younger
writers in Germany … a mere phrase. …
―You, who have really done something … It often seems as if
these gentlemen think anything is good enough for the workers.
If these gentlemen only knew that Marx thought his best things
were still not good enough for the workers, how he regarded it as
crime to offer the workers anything but the very best!‖ (Engels
to C. Schmidt in Berlin, London, August 5, 1890, Marx Engels
Selected Correspondence, Progress, Moscow, 1975, pp. 393-94).
―The patronizing and errant lecturing of our so-called
intellectuals seems to me a far greater impediment. … The
biggest obstacle is the small peasants and the importunate superclever intellectuals who always think they know everything so
much the better, the les they understand it.‖ (Engels to Otto von
Boenigk in Breslau Folkestone, near ‗Dover, August 21, 1890).
AN IMPORTANT DOCUMENT IN SOCIALIST HISTORY

KARL MARX‟S DECLARATION OF
PRINCIPLES
A hundred and twenty four years ago in May 1880, four men
met in the study of Marx‘s house in North London: Karl Marx,
Frederick Engels, Paul Lafargue (who was still then living in
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London) and Jules Guesde, who had specially come over from
France.
Guesde (pronounced ―Ged‖) had played a key role in persuading
a conference of French political and trace union organizations in
Marseilles in October 1879 to adopt ―the collective ownership of
the soil, sub-soil, instruments of production, raw materials‖ as
the aim of ―the Federation of the Party of Socialist Workers of
France‖. He was now in London to get Marx‘s help in drawing
up a declaration of principles of this new party.
Marx dictated to Lafargue, who acted as secretary of the
meeting, the following preamble to a list of immediate demands
prepared by Guesde for the elections of 1881.
Engels, in his letter to Edward Bernstein on October 25, 1881,
wrote about the preamble, ―A masterpiece of cogent reasoning,
calculated to explain things to the masses in a few words.‖
We have taken it from the English translation made by the
Socialist Party of Great Britain from the front page of L „Egalite
of 30 June 1880 under the heading ―Electoral Programme of the
Socialist Workers‖ – as reproduced in May 1980 issue of the
Socialist Standard:
Considering
That the emancipation of the productive class is that of all
human beings without distinction of sex or race;
That the producers can be free only insofar as they are in
possession of the means of production;
That there are only two forms under which the means of
production can belong to them:
1. The individual form which has never existed generally
and which is being more and more eliminated by the
process of industry;
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2. The collective form whose material and intellectual
elements are being formed by the very development of
capitalist society.
Considering
That this collective appropriation can only be the out come of
the revolutionary action of the productive class – or proletariat –
organized in a separate political party.
That such organization must be pursued by all the means which
the proletariat has at its disposal, including universal suffrage,
thus transformed from the instrument of trickery which it has
been up till now into an instrument of emancipation.
The French socialist workers, in setting as the aim of their
efforts in the economic field the return to the collectivity of all
the means of production, have decided, as a means of
organization and struggle, to enter the elections with the
following minimum programme.1
[1. An English translation also appears in The First International
and After, in the Pelican Marx Library, But contains a mistake,
probably because it was retranslated from the German and not
directly from the French. Instead of ―That such organization
must be …‖ it has ―That this collective appropriation must be
…‖]
Guesde‘s election programme which followed was a list of
reforms such as full freedom of the press, assembly and
organization; separation of the church and the state; an eighthour working day; a legal minimum wage and workmen‘s
compensation. Marx was not involved on drawing up this
programme and was in fact critical of certain parts of it,
especially the demand for the legal minimum wage, though he
did not contest the desirability of the party adding such a
programme of reforms to its socialist objectives (one of the
points on which we say he was in error).
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It is quite clear that this excellent statement of basic socialist
principles drawn up by Marx must have been one of the
documents before those who drafted our Object and Declaration
of Principles in 1904. Its first clause is incorporated almost word
for word, in our clause 4 and the phrase ―instrument of
emancipation‖ appears in our clause 6 as ―agent of
emancipation‖. According to Bracke, who was a close
collaborator of Guesde before the First World War, the words
―thus transformed from the instrument of trickery which it has
been up till now into an instrument of emancipation‖ were
suggested by Guesde (see his foreword to Programmes
Spcialiste de Gotha, Erfurt, Le Havre, Spartacus, Paris, 1947).
Presumably his source for saying this would have been Guesde
(who died in 1922), though Guesde is not on record as making
this claim. In any event, whoever suggested the phrase, it was
accepted and endorsed by Marx and became part of the
terminology of Marxian socialism inherited by the Socialist
Party of Great Britain. All the currently available French
versions of this preamble differ from the version published in L
‟Egalite (and various other French journals) in June 1880. One
of these differences is important and has long been a source of
embarrassment to us: the inclusion after ―means of production‖
in the second clause of ―(land, factories, ships, banks, credit
etc.)‖. The Pelican translation does not contain this but Aaron
Noland, in his The Founding of the French Socialist Party (p.7),
quotes this phrase as if it had been in the draft dictated by Marx.
Now, if Marx really had included this phrase, it would have
detracted from the value of the document as a very good
statement of socialist principles as well as calling into question
his won theoretical consistency. For how can there be common
ownership of ‗banks‖ and ―credit‖ when, as buying and selling
institutions, these are features only of a society where private
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property exists? When there is common ownership of the means
of production there will be no money, no buying and selling and
hence no banks or other financial institutions, as Marx made
quite clear in other writings.2
[2. ―As soon as the means of production cease being transformed
onto capital (which also includes the abolition of private
property in land), credit as such no longer has any meaning.‖
(Capital, Vol. III, Moscow, p.594).]
Besides, banks and other financial institutions are not ―means of
production‖ and Marx was always careful about the definition of
economic terms. There were thus two prima facie reasons for
doubting that Marx had had a hand in including this phrase.
Having looked up the issue of L‟Egalite of 30 June of 1880 we
are now in a position to confirm that it was not inserted by Marx,
since the phrase is nowhere to be found in the version published
there. All the current French versions are therefore wrong, their
publishers not having taken the elementary step of going back to
the original source. We can only speculate why, but an important
factor must have been that being either social-democrats or
―Communists‖, they saw no contradiction in Marx seeming to
suggest that banks and credit would continue to exist in
socialism.
Where, then, did this addition come from and who inserted it?
On July 1880 the preamble and election programme were
adopted by the Centre region (which included Paris) of the
French party. The version they adopted, as published in L
‟Egalite of 28 July, does not contain this phrase nor, more
importantly, does this version adopted by the party as a whole at
its national congress held in Le Havre in November (Le
Proletaire No. 114, 4 December 1880).
The offending phrase first appears, together with a couple of
other changes, in a version adopted at a Congress Held in Rome
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in September and October 1882 (see L ‟Egalite, 8 October
1882). The mystery is now near to solution, since this was the
congress at which Guesde and his supporters, who had been
outvoted on the issue of maintaining a single national election
programme, broke away from the Federation of the Party of
Socialist Workers and set up the Parti Ouvrier Francais (French
Workers‘ Party).
Because of its unwieldy name the Federation had been known
popularly as the ―parti ouvrier‖ but this was not its official title.
It is thus inaccurate to describe, as has become customary, this
document as the preamble or the introduction to the programme
of ―the French Workers‘ Party‖. Marx did not draft it for this
party since it did not exist as such in 1880 but for its
predecessor, the Federation of the Party of Socialist Workers in
France, to give it its full title. Naturally, as tends to happen
where there are splits, the two organizations resulting from the
1882 split both claimed to be the inheritors of the original party
and traced their origin back to it. In addition, Guesde, Lafargue
and the others of the POF hoped to derive prestige from the fact
that their declaration of principles had been drafted by Marx.
And in fact, from 1882 onwards, the POF was the recognized
―Marxist‖ organization in France and like the Social Democratic
Federation in Britain (formed about the same time), did carry out
some useful work in introducing spreading socialist ideas in
France before finally getting bogged down in reformism.
Consider, for instance, the following passage by Guesde, written
in 1879, in an article ―The Social Problem and its Solution‖
which was translated into English and published in the Socialist
Standard in January and February 1905:
Commercial production of exchange values with an end to
realizing profit will disappear, and be replaced by the co-
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operative production of use values for consumption with a view
to satisfying social wants.

Alteration to Marx‟s draft
In view of this recognition that there would be no buying and
selling in socialism, it is strange that Guesde and Lafargue
should have taken it upon themselves to ―complete‖ Marx‘s draft
in such a way as to suggest that banks and credit would exist in
socialism. In doing so, they distorted Marx‘s meaning and
blurred the distinction between state capitalism and socialism,
the beginning of a process which led to the Social Democratic
parties of Europe, in which Marx and particularly Engels had
placed such hopes, coming to work in practice for state
capitalism rather than socialism.
Guesde and Lafargue had no right to change Marx‘s draft and
then claim that it had been dictated by him in the changed form
in which they propagated it. A mark of their success – and
damage – here is the fact that most people in France who are
aware of the document think that Marx accepted the
contradiction in the POF version that is the ―common ownership
of banks‖. It would be nice if Marx‘s ‗famous remark ―One
thing is certain, I‘m not a Marxist‖ (Engels‘ letter to Bernstein, 3
November 1882) had been occasioned by this change to his 1880
draft, but there is no evidence at all for this conclusion! It was,
however, made in connection with the Guesdists.
We shouldn‘t be too hard on the Guesdists though, since they
had some influence on the early thinking of the SPGB. Marx‘s
preamble, for instance, would only have been known to our
founder members in the form of ―considerants‖ to the
programme of the Guesdist Party. The POF, after becoming ―the
Socialist Party of France‖ in 1901, joined the united Social
Democratic party in France set up in 1905 under the auspices of
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the Second International. The Guesdists continued to exist as a
group with their own publication Le Socialisme. The early
Socialist Standards contain a number of articles translated from
this journal. For instance, an article by Guesde on ―Legality and
Revolution‖ (February 1908), one by Lafargue on ―The Law of
Value and the Dearness of Commodities‖ (May 1908), two
articles by Charles Rappoport, author of number of books and
latter a leading theorist of the French ―Communist‖ Party
(September 1908 and April 1911) and a short, and not very
consequential, article by the Backe we have already mentioned
(January 1910). There were others too. In addition, our
traditional definition of the State as ―the public power of
coercion‖ comes from the early Guesdist (later an open reformist
and top French diplomat) Gabriel Deville.
So, when our supporters in France are numerous enough, the
declaration of principles of the party they will form will not be
something totally alien to the French working class political
tradition, but will include passages originally drafted by Marx
for the French workers‘ organization. (ALB, Socialist Standard,
May 1980)
Cf. Progress Publishers, Moscow 1989 version as follows:
Karl Marx
[PREAMBLE TO THE PROGRAMME OF THE FRENCH
WORKERS‘ PARTY]383
Considering
That the emancipation of the producing class is that of all human
beings without distinction of sex or race;
That the producers cannot be free unless they are in possession
of the means of production;
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That there are only two forms under which the means of
production can belong to them:
1. the individual form, which has never existed as a general
state of affairs and which is increasingly eliminated by
industrial progress;
2. the collective form, whose material and intellectual
elements are shaped by the very development of
capitalist society;
Considering
That this collective appropriation can only spring from the
revolutionary action of the producing class – or proletariat –
organized into an independent politicala party;
That such organization must be striven for, using all the means
at the disposal of the proletariat, includingb universal suffrage,
thus transformed from the instrument of deception which it has
been hitherto into an instrument of emancipation;
The French socialist workers,
Adopting as the object of their efforts in the economic sphere the
return of all the means of production to the collective ownership,
have decided, as a means of organization and struggle, to take
part in the elections with the following minimum programme.384
Written on about May 10, 1880
Printed according to L'Égalité, No. 24, June 30, 1880, checked with the text
of Le Précurseur
First published in Le Précurseur, No. 15, June 19, 1880
Translated from the French
-----------------------------------------------------a
In Le Précurseur the word is omitted. – Ed.
b
Le Précurseur has here: ―above all‖. – Ed.
-----------------------------------------------------383

After the socialist congress held in Marseilles in October
1879 set up the French Workers‘ Party (Parti Ouvrier Fncais), a
group of French socialists headed by Jules Guesde addressed
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Marx and Engels, through Paul Lafargue, requesting them to
help to draft an electoral programme of the French Workers‘
Party. Its preamble was formulated by Marx who dictated it to
Guesde. Engels wrote to Eduard Bernstein about it on October
25, 1881: ―A masterpiece of cogent reasoning, calculated to
explain things to the masses in a few words‖ (see present
edition, Vol. 46). Marx and Engels also took part in drawing up
the practical section of the programme (the minimum
programme; see Note 384).
The programme was first published in Le Précurseur, No. 25,
June 19, 1880; however, Malon adulterated some of its tenets
and ―introduced sundry changes for the worse‖, Engels wrote to
Eduard Bernstein on October 20, 1882 (see present edition ,
Vol. 46). The preamble in L'Égalité, No. 24, June 30, 1880 was
probably printed from Guesde‘s notes. The programme also
appeared in Le Prolétaire, July 10, 1880, La Revue socialiste,
No. 10, July 20, 1880, and a number of other French
newspapers.
In 1880, the electoral programme was adopted as ―the minimum
programme‖ of the French Workers‘ Party at the Havre
Congress. Its first separate edition appeared in 1883 under the
title Le Programme du Parti Ouvrier.
In English the preamble was published in full for the first time
in: Marx, Engels, The Socialist Revolution, Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1981, pp. 252-53.
384
Further, L 'Égalité printed the minimum programme: …
(Marx Engels, C. W. 24, Notes, pp. 637-38).
Now our readers can judge for themselves whether Karl Marx‟s
Declaration of Principles was actually the ―PREAMBLE TO
THE PROGRAMME OF THE FRENCH WORKERS‘ PARTY‖
or merely the preamble to ―an electoral programme of the
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French Workers‘ Party‖! And where did the Progress Publishers
got to know that ―Marx and Engels also took part in drawing up
the practical section of the programme (the minimum
programme …)‖? Do they mean that Marx and Engels
considered the preamble to be impractical? And could they
consider the utter reversal of the preamble in the ―practical
section‖ to be really practical anyway? And, further, if ―In
English the preamble was published in full for the first time in:
Marx, Engels, The Socialist Revolution, Progress Publishers,
Moscow, 1981, pp. 252-53‖, then what about the article in
English in the Socialist Standard, May 1980 as reprinted above?
Which of the two dates earlier?
Engels, in his letter to Edward Bernstein on October 25, 1881,
wrote about the preamble, ―A masterpiece of cogent reasoning,
calculated to explain things to the masses in a few words.‖

Engels on Universal Suffrage
―Up till now the aristocracy mollified the working masses with
philanthropic concessions; now the bourgeoisie is trying its hand
by lending support to the workers‘ political tendencies and
taking possession of them in order to direct them. We are on the
brink of the period of universal suffrage; and on this terrain the
bourgeoisie is hastening to display all its skills and wiles, in
other words to make political concessions in order to safeguard
its own economic interests and leave the aristocracy behind.‖
(Engels, British Agricultural Labourers Want To Participate In
The Political Life Of Their Country, written on June 5, 1877, C.
W. 24, Moscow 1989, p. 180)
―For the full representation of labour in Parliament, as well as
for the preparation of the abolition of the wages system,
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organization will be necessary, not of separate Trades, but of the
working class as a body. And the sooner this is done the better.‖
(Engels, Trade Unions, written in about May 20, 1881, op. cit.)
―The Communist Manifesto has already proclaimed the winning
of universal suffrage, of democracy, as one of the first and most
important tasks of the militant proletariat. … The franchise has
been,‖ says Engels quoting the preamble to the programme of
the French Workers‘ Party adopted at their congress in Havre in
1880, ―transformed by them from a means of deception, which it
was before, into an instrument of emancipation, and if universal
suffrage has no other advantage than that it allowed us to count
our numbers every three years; that by the regularly established,
unexpectedly rapid rise in the number of our votes it increased in
equal measure the workers‘ certainty of victory and the dismay
of their opponents, and so became our best means of
propaganda; that it accurately informed us concerning our own
strength and that of all hostile parties, and thereby provided us
with a measure of proportion for our actions second to none,
safeguarding us from untimely timidity as much as from
untimely foolhardiness – if this had been the only advantage we
gained from the suffrage, it would still have been much more
than enough. But it did more than this by far. In election
agitation it provided us with a means, second to none, of getting
in touch with the mass of the people where they still stand aloof
from us; of forcing all parties to defend their views and actions
against our attacks before all the people; and, further, it provided
our representatives … with a platform from which they could
speak to their opponents in parliament, and to the masses
without, with quite other authority and freedom than in the press
or at meetings. …
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―With this successful utilization of universal suffrage, however,
an entirely new method of proletarian struggle came into
operation, and this method quickly developed further. … And so
it happened that the bourgeoisie and the government came to be
much more afraid of the legal than of the illegal action of the
workers‘ party, of the results of elections than of those of
rebellion.
―For here, too, the conditions of the struggle had essentially
changed. Rebellion of old style, street fighting with barricades,
which decided the issue everywhere up to 1848, was to a
considerable extent obsolete. …
Let us have no illusions about it: a real victory of an insurrection
over the military in street fighting, a victory as between two
armies, is one of the rarest exceptions. And insurgents counted
just as rarely. …
―Even in the classic time of street fighting … the barricade more
of moral than of a material effect. …
―Everywhere the bourgeoisie had thrown in its lot with the
governments; ―culture and property‖ had hailed and feasted the
military moving against insurrection. The spell of the barricades
was broken; the soldier no longer saw behind it ―the people,‖ but
rebels, agitators, plunderers, levelers, the scum of society; ...
there have been very many more changes, and all in favour of
the military. If the big towns have become considerably bigger,
the armies have become bigger still. … all conditions on the
insurgents‘ side have grown worse. An insurrection with which
all sections of the people sympathize will hardly recur; in the
class struggle all the middle strata will probably never group
themselves round the proletariat so exclusively that in
comparison the party of reaction gathered round the bourgeoisie
will well-nigh disappear. The ―people,‖ therefore, will always
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appear divided, and thus a most powerful lever, so
extraordinarily effective in 1848, is gone….
―Does the reader now understand why the powers that be
positively want to get us to go where the guns shoot and the
sabers slash? Why they accuse us of cowardice, because we do
not betake ourselves without more ado into the street, where we
are certain of defeat in advance? Why they so earnestly implore
us to play for once the part of cannon fodder?
―We are not so stupid. They might just demand from their
enemy in the next war that he should accept battle in the line
formation of old Fritz [Friedrich II}, or in the columns of whole
divisions à la Wagram and Waterloo [see Notes 94 at p. 546],
and with the flint-lock in his hands at that. If conditions have
changed in the case of war between nations, this is no less true in
the case of the class struggle. The time of surprise attacks, of
revolutions, carried through by small conscious minorities at the
head of unconscious masses, is past. Where it is a question of
complete transformation of the social organisation, the masses
themselves must also be in it, must themselves already have
grasped what is at stake, what they are going in for, body and
soul. The history of the last fifty years has taught us that. But
in order that the masses may understand what is to be done,
long, persistent work is required, and it is just this work that we
are now pursuing. [Emphasis added – BS] … And even in
Russia, when the famous Zemsky Sobor meets – that National
Assembly to which young Nicholas offers such vain resistance –
even there we can reckon with certainty on being represented in
it. Of course our foreign comrades do not thereby in the least
renounce their right to revolution. The right to revolution is,
after all, the only really ―historical right,‖ the only right on
which all modern states without exception rest. …
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‗The irony of world history turns everything upside down. We,
the ―revolutionaries,‖ the ―over throwers‖ – we are thriving far
better on legal methods than on illegal methods and overthrow.
The parties of Order, as they call themselves, are perishing under
the legal conditions created by themselves. …
Meanwhile they make new laws against overthrows. Again
everything is turned upside down. These anti-overthrow fanatics
of today, are they not themselves the over throwers of
yesterday?‖ (Engels‘ Introduction (1895) to The Class Struggle
in France, 1849 by Karl Marx, Marx-Engels, S. W. 1, pp. 195202).

Still one practical question remained unresolved:
How to turn universal suffrage into an instrument
of emancipation?
THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC FEDERATION,
THE SOCIALIST LEAGUE AND THEIR
DILEMMA ABOUT REFORM AND/OR
RVOLUTION
Starting from the late 1870s, the working class movement in
Britain gradually freed itself from the influence of the liberal
party.
The more advanced section of the workers took part in the
activities of radical organizations and clubs. In 1879 the Midland
Social Democratic Association was set up in Birmingham and in
1881 the Labour Emancipation League in London. Of great
importance was the Social Democratic Federation, which openly
recognized Marxist principles. But …leadership based, so
undemocratic, autocratic behaviour of …
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DILEMMA RESOLVED:
THE SOCIALIST PARTY OF GREAT BRITAIN:
OBJECT AND DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
– SPGB 1904
[As also adopted by the WSP (I) in 1995]

OBJECT
The establishment of a system of society based upon the common
ownership and democratic control of the means and instruments for
producing and distributing wealth by and in the interest of the whole
community.

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES
1.

That society as at present constituted is based upon the
ownership of the means of living (i.e., land, factories,
railways, etc.) by the capitalist or master class, and the
consequent enslavement of the working class, by whose
labour alone wealth is produced.

2.

That in society, therefore, there is an antagonism of interests,
manifesting itself as a class struggle, between those who
possess but do not produce, and those who produce but do not
possess.

3.

That this antagonism can be abolished only by the
emancipation of the working class from the domination of the
master class, by the conversion into the common property of
society of the means of production and distribution, and their
democratic control by the whole people.

4.

That as in the order of social evolution the working class is the
last class to achieve its freedom, the emancipation of the
working class will involve the emancipation of all mankind
without distinction of race or sex.
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5.

That this emancipation must be the work of the working class
itself.

6.

That as the machinery of government, including the armed
forces of the nation, exists only to conserve the monopoly by
the capitalist class of the wealth taken from the workers, the
working class must organize consciously and politically for
the conquest of the powers of government, national and local,
in order that this machinery, including these forces, may be
converted from an instrument of oppression into the agent of
emancipation and the overthrow of privilege, aristocratic and
plutocratic.

7.

That as all political parties are but the expression of class
interests, and the interest of the working class is diametrically
opposed to the interests of all sections of the master class, the
party seeking working class emancipation must be hostile to
every other party.

8.

The World Socialist Party (India), therefore, enters the field of
political action determined to wage a war against all other
political parties, whether alleged labour or avowedly
capitalist, and calls upon the members of the working class of
this country to muster under its banner to the end that a speedy
termination may be wrought to the system which deprives
them from the fruits of their labour, and that poverty may give
place to comfort, privilege to equality, slavery to freedom.

…………………………………………………………………………
The Object and Declaration of Principles are basic to our organization.
Initiated in 1904 with the inauguration of the Socialist Party of Great
Britain these are being adopted as basic to organizations of classconscious workers in other countries around the world.
…………………………………………………………………………
ALL ENQUIRIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
TO...
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THE WORLD SOCIALIST PARTY (INDIA)
257 Baghajatin ‗E‘ Block (East), Kolkata 700 086
Tel: 091-33-2425-0208 / 7378, Mobile: 9433253582
Email: wspindia@hotmail.com , Website:

www.worldsocialistpartyindia.org
……………………………………………………………………
* [cf. Lenin's position: Notwithstanding opposition within
organization Lenin held that workers by themselves were
incapable of developing "class political consciousness"; it
must be brought to them "only from without, from outside
the sphere of relations between workers and employers",
from "the "vanguard" ... "professional revolutionaries" ...
"the "dozen" tried and talented leaders (and that talented
men are not born by hundreds)"; "a dozen wise men" ...
"talented organisers" (What Is To Be Done? written between
autumn of 1901 and February 1902, S.W. Vol. 1, Moscow 1967,
pp.163, 166, 170, 189, 199, 203) dictating – "unquestioning
subordination to a single will is absolutely necessary" ...
"Today, however, the same revolution demands – precisely
in the interest of its development and consolidation, precisely
in the interests of socialism – that the people unquestioningly
obey the single will of the leaders of labour" ( The Immediate
Tasks of the Soviet Government, written between April 29 and
May 3, 1918, S. W. Vol. 2, Moscow 1967, p. 673).
Lenin's own words in a speech on Economic Construction in
1920 were also revealing when he said:
'the Soviet Socialist Democracy is in no way inconsistent with
the rule and dictatorship of one person; that the will of a class
is at times best realised by a dictator, who sometimes will
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accomplish more by himself and is frequently more needed. At
any rate, the principal relation toward one person rule was not
only explained a long time ago but was also decided by the
Central Executive Committee.' – Cited: The Socialist Standard,
May 2013, p.17 [emphasis added]; Also see Lenin, Selected
Works (1st Russian ed.); Vol. XVII, p. 89; quoted in Martov, The
State and the Socialist Revolution (New York, 1938), p. 31.
Leninist theory and practice of an elitist, vanguardist, centralist,
―conspiratorial‖ and ―a powerful and strictly secret organisation‖
(What Is To Be Done?, S.W. Vol. 1, Moscow 1967, pp.208, 210)
went against the Marxist materialist understanding that in class
society class struggle is the motive force whereby ―men make
their own history‖ (Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, C. W. 11. Moscow 1979, p. 103)
Bernstein‟s position: ―The movement is everything, the goal is
nothing.‖ (Society Today – Capitalism, p.24)]
Whereas Marx and Engels went on insisting since 1840s that
“the proletariat can and must emancipate itself” (The Holy
Family, C. W. 4, Moscow 1975, p. 37) since it is from itself – “a
class which forms the majority of all members of society” –
that there emanates the consciousness of the necessity of a
fundamental revolution, the communist consciousness.” (The
German Ideology, C. W. 5, Moscow, 1975, p. 52)

Origin of the centralized State Power
―The centralized state power, with its ubiquitous organs of
standing army, police, bureaucracy, clergy, and judicature –
organs wrought after the plan of a systematic and hierarchic
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division of labour – originates from the days of absolute
monarchy, serving the nascent middle-class society as a mighty
weapon in its struggles against feudalism.‖ (Marx, The Civil War
In France, S. W. 2, Moscow 1969, p. 217).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Perspective
“The proletarians cannot become masters of the productive
forces of society, except by abolishing their own previous
mode of appropriation, and thereby also every other
previous mode of appropriation. ... All previous historical
movements were movements of minorities, or in the interest
of minorities. The proletarian movement is the selfconscious, independent movement of the immense majority,
in the interest of the immense majority. ... the theory of the
Communists may be summed up in a single sentence:
Abolition of private property ... of buying and selling... The
working men have no country ... the proletarians have
nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win.
Working men of all countries, unite!” - Marx-Engels,
Manifesto of the Communist Party, 1848.
~ “To conquer political power has therefore become the
great duty of the working classes.… the emancipation of the
working classes requires their fraternal concurrences”
(Marx, 1864, Inaugural Address of the Working Men‘s
International Association, Collected Works, Vol. 20, p.12,
Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1985)
~ “The emancipation of the working class must be conquered
by the working classes themselves.” - Marx, Provisional Rules
of the Working Men‘s International Association, 1864.
~ “Considering,
That against the collective power of the propertied classes,
the working class cannot act, as a class, except by
constituting itself into a political party, distinct from, and
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opposed to, all old parties formed by the propertied classes.
That this constitution of the working class into a political
party is indispensable in order to ensure the triumph of the
social revolution and its ultimate end - the abolition of
classes.” - Resolution IX, London Conference of the
International, 1871.
―For the full representation of labour in Parliament, as well as
for the preparation of the abolition of the wages system,
organizations will become necessary, not of separate Trades, but
of the working class as body. And the sooner this is done the
better. …‖(Engels, Trades Unions, written on about May 20,
1881, C. W. 24, pp. 386-89)

1880: Marx on Universal Suffrage and Political
Self-organization
―Considering
That the emancipation of the productive class is that of all
human beings without distinction of sex or race;
That the producers can be free only insofar as they are in
possession of the means of production;
That there are only two forms under which the means of
production can belong to them:
1.
The individual form which has never existed generally
and which is being more and more eliminated by the process of
industry;
2.
The collective form whose material and intellectual
elements are being formed by the very development of capitalist
society.
Considering
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That this collective appropriation can only be the outcome of the
revolutionary action of the productive class – or proletariat –
organized in a separate political party.
That such organization must be pursued by all the means,
which the proletariat has at its disposal, including universal
suffrage, thus transformed from the instrument of trickery,
which it has been up till now into an instrument of
emancipation.” [Emphasis added]
Written on about May 10, 1880
Printed according to L'Égalité, No. 24, June 30, 1880, checked with the text
of Le Précurseur
First published in Le Précurseur, No. 15, June 19, 1880
Translated from the French

―At the same time, and quite apart from the general servitude
involved in the wages system, the working class ought not to
exaggerate to themselves the ultimate working of these everyday
struggles. They ought not to forget that they are fighting with
effects, but not with the causes of those effects; that they are
retarding the downward movement, but not changing its
direction; that they are applying palliatives, not curing the
malady. They ought, therefore, not to be exclusively absorbed in
these unavoidable guerilla fights incessantly springing up from
the never ceasing encroachments of capital or changes of the
market. They ought to understand that, with all the miseries it
imposes upon them, the present system simultaneously
engenders the material conditions and the social forms necessary
for an economical reconstruction of society. Instead of the
conservative motto: ―A fair day's wage for a fair day's work!‖
they ought to inscribe on their banner the revolutionary
watchword: ―Abolition of the wages system!"‖
~ Marx, Value, Price and Profit, CW, Vol. 20, pp. 148-49;
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See: http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1865/valueprice-profit/ch03.htm#c14

Road-map to socialism
'Win the battle of democracy'
'Do away with private property'
'Abolish the wages system altogether'
Achieve abundance for all and inscribe on the banners:
From each according to their ability, to each according to
their needs!
Capture parliaments by electing majority socialist MPs
(actually Socialist delegates) mandated to pronounce:
Annulment of all property and territorial rights whereby all
that is on and in the Earth becomes the common heritage of
the whole humanity.
•

Socialists are not against persons, but against capitalism.

•

Socialism has never and nowhere been tried at all.

•
When it will be done, it will have to be established
worldwide.
•
World socialism can be established only in a peaceful
and democratic way, by means of collective understanding,
numbers and organization of the working class. However, if any
minority group obstructs initiation of socialism, socialists will be
entitled to use force to counter it. But force does not necessarily
mean violence. Working class force, or power, is born out of the
union of knowledge based on the materialist conception of
history and an independent organization of the working class. It
is numbers, understanding and solidarity that constitute its real
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force. The working class is the majority – 95 percent of the
population. It is only the working class who perform all work in
capitalism. Therefore its power is not violent.
•
Winning elections does not weaken the argument for
using this power, applying force, in the event of obstruction;
rather it strengthens it. On the other hand, applying force against
an elected government, without taking the first step of declaring
the legal defeat of capitalism through its own constitution, is not
only futile, but also undermines the fact that it is the classconscious working class that is the majority.
•
To win the battle of democracy, after understanding what
we are going to do, where the danger lies, what and why
socialism, has a double advantage: (a) we can show that there is
a majority for socialism by sending a majority of delegates (not
merely representatives) to the parliament, and (b) in case there
be any attempt from any corner to block this mandate, the
socialist majority has the legitimacy to use other means. This
tactic of social change via democratic means is free from
violence and certain.
•
Arriving at the majority and, with it, instead of reforming
capitalism and running its administration socialists will get set
about its abolition; they will not accept any administrative posts
of capitalist society before arriving at the position of its
abolition. The task of socialist delegates is not to help run the
capitalist governing process, but to incapacitate the process
itself, to facilitate the abolition of capitalism by the immense
majority of socialists. Because, socialists neither support nor
oppose the reforms of capitalism. Their only and immediate aim
is to establish socialism.
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•
Without informed majority participation in order to reach
at a democratic decision in the interest of all the conception of
vote and democracy is meaningless. We need participatory
democracy.
•
Socialists do not trust political leaders, since the
existence of leaders means the existence of followers and both
remaining drowned in political ignorance. Leader/follower
relation is anti-democratic. Organization and leadership are not
the same thing; there can be organization without leadership.
Leadership is not necessary when an organization is democratic.
The immense majority of people of society can create socialism
consciously in their own interest and with their own initiative.
•
A socialist party does not require a leader, socialists are
all equals.
•
The World Socialist Party has organization, but no
leadership. This organization is carrying on political class
struggle as a vigilant guard of one most appropriate and
pertinent explanation first put forward by the Socialist Party of
Great Britain in 1904.
In Marxian conception socialism and communism are
synonymous. Marx and Engels used the two terms alternatively
to mean the same thing – post-revolutionary participatory
democratic socialist administration of things – affairs of life – in
lieu of the capitalist administration of people. In Marx‘s view
the principle of communism or socialism is: From each
according to their ability, to each according to their needs.
⃰

See: The World Socialist Party (India) INTRODUCTION at:
http://www.worldsocialistpartyindia.org/introduction.doc
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